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Fatigue Loadings m Fiight - Loads in the I"usslage 
and Nose Undercarriage of a Varsity 

E. W. Wells 

Flqht tests have been made on aVarsity to obtain data on the 

fatque loads m the fuselage and the nose undercarnage. The data 

are tabulated xn terms of the number of load ranges of a given magrutude 

oco.umng during various ground and flight conditions. An estimate is 

made of the loads in a ty-pxal operatlonrrl tralnlng flight to show the 

relative importance of the various conditions. A relationship 1s 

establuhed between the fuselage loads and the accelerations at the air- 

craft c.g.~~~vr~&&yxng in turbulence; thu enables the results from the 
,. 

flight te~~$*@%be luked to operatlonal data obtained on gusts. 
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I Introduction 

Flight tests were made in a Varsity to obtain data on fatigue loads 
1x1 vex~ous parts of the structure. 
have already been given;' 

The loads on the tailplane and fin 
this note deals with loads on the fuselage and 

nose w-dercdrLagc. 

2 Description of Indrumentation and Flight Tests 

An account of the instrumentation snd strain gauge calibration is 
given in Appendix I. Electrical resistance stca5.n gauges together with 
oontlnuous recording equipment were used .Lo measure the bending moment at 
two fuselage statmns ana the vertical loa$ at the nose underaarrlage. 
Records were taken during ground en&ne running, taxying, take-off, 
landing and when flying in turbulence. The vertical acceleration due to 
gusts was measured by means of an accelerometer installed at the aircraft 
c.g.0 

3 Presentation of Results 

Information on the.loals measured is tabulated in terms of change of 
mean loaa (Table I) and numbers of load ranges exceetia various sizes 
(Tables II - IV). 
earlier note'. 

The method of analysis used has been described in an 
In analysing the landings and take-offs the change in 

mean loa is not included in the count of load ranges, The term range 
has its usual definition and is twice the alternating load. 

From data obtained in the flight tests an attenrpt is made to estimate 
the loads in a typical operational training flight so as to enable the 
relative importance, from the fatigue aspect, of the various flight 
conditions to be established. This typical flight oonslsts of 1+ mins 
ground engine running at various engine conditions, 5 mins taxying, a take- 
off, 33 m5ns flight snd a landing. The number of load. ranges exceeding 
various sizes for the various conditions are shovm in Figs 2 and 3 and 
details of the method of estimation of the loads are given in Appendix II. 

Table V gives information on the acceleration recorded at the aircraft 
c.g. during fllgbt in turbulence. 

Fig 4 shows the relationship between the fuselage load at the two 
fuselage stations and the acceleration at the -craft o.g. that OCCJZ the 
same number of times when flying in turbulenoe. 

4 Results 

Fig 3 shows that the vertical loads on the nose undercarriage which 
cause the most fatigue damage ocour during landing and taz@.ng. The 
loads oac.urring in take-off are less severe although a few loge load 
fluctuations occur when the undercarriage is retracted. These are due 
to the undercarriage hitting its stops rather violently on retraction 
when the impact produces shook loads which also appear at the two fuselage 
stations. The loads produced on the nose undercarriage during ground 
engine running are negligible. 

As in the case of the nosewheel, the conditions produo' 
highest loads at the front fuselage station, as shown in Fig 2 a), T the are 
iding aa taxying. The take-off loads, are again less severe and the 
ground engine running loads SIIEI~~. The loads produced by turbulenoe in 
the front fuselage are also small. 

* The accelerometer was mounted rigidly at the centre line of the azr- 
craft structure so that its readings will include any a-0 effects due 
to the flexibilities of the structure. 
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In the case of the rear fuselage station, Fig 2(b) shows that the 
landing together with the taxying and take-off conditions are the mm 
source of fatigue loads. The loads in tx3xGmce appear to be more signif- 
icant than for the front fuselage although the number of tunes that the 
largest loads occur cannot be established with mch accuracy because of the 
relatively few large gusts met in the flight tests. The loads occurring 
during ground running are again very small. 

It will be seen from Figs 2(a) wxd 2(b) that the take-off condition is 
more critical for the rear than for the fomard fuselage station. The 
larger loads on the rear fuselage station occur during the final stages of 
take-off when the nosewheel is clear of the ground and the aircraft is 
taxying at speed on its main wheels. The aircraft, which is partially air- 
bourne at this stage, is pitching and bouncing on its main wheels and large 
slowly fluctuating loads are apparent both on the tailplane and rear 
fuselage. 

5 Conclusions 

Data have been obtained on loads liable to cause fatigue damage to 
the fuselage and nose undercarriage of a Varsity engaged on normal operational 
traLing flights. For the fuselage the most iqoortsnt loads occur during 
landing and taxying although for the rear fuselage the take-off loads are 
also iwortant. Loads due to turbulence and ground engine running are 
small. For the nosewheel structure the most important vertical loads also 
occur during landing and taxying, the take-off loads are less severe and the 
ground engme running loads are small. 

& Author Title etc. 

I A.Eurns Fatzgz loadings in flight - loads in the 
tailplanes and fin of a Varsity. 
R.&E. Tech. Note No. Structures 103. Dec. 1955 
Current Paper No. 256. 
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APPENDIX I 

Instrumentation and Calibration 

Instrumentation 

British Thermostat strain gauges were attached and waterproofed Rith 
Araldlte specul strain gauge cement at the stations shovm 1x1 Fig 1. The 
sqnals from the gauges were fed Into McMxhael clrner vave amplifiers 
and recorded after ampllfxatlon on a F & E 12 channel recorder Type IT3 - 
9. The stepped signal from a l&e IT.~-1 accelerometer attached to the 
fuselage at the c.g. posltlon was also recorded on the F 6: E recorder. 

When measuring changes in steady load, fixed signals were switched 
Into the amplxfier to check for amplifier &If-L. 

Calibration 

The strain gauges were calibrated dlrcctly m terms of load by 
placing shot bags on the centre portlon of each tailplane so applying a 
down load on the tall resulting in a bending moment at the two fuselage 
statlons and a decrease in vertGucal load on the nose undercarriage. 
These calibration tests were curled out before and after the flqht tests. 
There appeared to be a slight loss of sensltlvlty ( about 5%) durug the 
four months between the two tests. As most of the records that were 
used in estlmatlng the f&&age and nosewheel loads were obtazned during 
the early part of the flying progrsmne the pre-flight calibration figures 
were used. 

Test Flying 

Full details of the test flying have alreadjr been &lven m an 
earlier note'. 
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APPENDIX II 

Load occurrences for mxca1 Flqht 

The numbers of occurrences of fiselage loads for the landlng and take- 
off of the typxal flight are the average values for ten landings and take- 
offs. 

The following table gives the mean number of occurrences and the 5$ 
confidence lirmts for a load range correspondzng to a O.Lg acceieratlon 
range at the aircraft c.g. (0.6g corresponds approxxnately to a 20 ft/sec 
gust range at 145 knots, E.A.S. at WOO ft and an all up weight of 33,000 
lb). 

CC%SC? 

Forward Fuselage Station. Take-off 

Forward Fuselage Statlon. Landrng 

Rear Fuselage StatIon. Take-off 

Rear Fuse!age Station. Landing 

l- 

i 
i 

No. of Load Ocourences 

Kean 5% Confldenoe Luuts 

24.5 21.5 t0 27.8 

45.9 40.9 to 50.9 

18.74 16.44 to 21.04 

35.7 29.8 to 41.6 

-I 

The tiselage and nose undercarriage loads due to ground engue 
running were obtazned on the assumption that the following ground ?xn%ng 
took place durug each flight. 

Engme s 

Both 

Both 

Port only 

Port only 

Stbd. orly 

Stbd. only 

3.P.M. 

2400 

1200 

2400 

2000 

2400 

2400 

TlRE 

5 sets 

185 sets 

10 sets 

15 sets 

10 sets 

15 sets 

Half zunfite records were taken at the various engine conditions and 
the results were proportion@to conform to the tows shown above. The 
fuselage loads-due to tii??X?&le ehglne cases at 2460 R.P.M. were not 
measured m the.tests but-for- 7;hez:purpose of ground running loads In the 
typical fli&it-an esti%&$r%vas made of them from the loads at the other 
engine condl@on‘s. The %iZ~k%.showed however that b&h the fiselage and 
nose undercql?ge loads, 5~ t- %l~gr~und running conditions are very small ,a+ 
and In some cases,are negllgll$e as shown In Tables II - IV. 

For estimation of the loads In tirbulenoe the alrcraft was assumed 
to spend IO rmnutes at 130 knots at 1,000 ft. (an average for the clm?b 
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and descent) and 23 minutes at 145 knots at 2,000 ft.' It was estimated 
from operational data obtained on a number of aircraft that the average 
number of miles travelled to meet a IO ft/sec gust (up or down) was 3.2 at 
1,000 ft and 7.4 at 2,000 ft. Hence the Varsity in its typical flight 
would meet 16.3 up and down gusts of 10 ft/sec or, rounding up, 8.2 
fluctuations of 20 ft/sec.** As the relative frequency of the different 
sized gusts in the flight tests was compatible with that obtained operationally 
the flight test results were merely proportioned to give 8.2 occurrences at 
20 ft/sec. The corresponding fuselage loads were then determined from Fig 4 
after first converting the c.g. accelerations into vertical gust velocities. 

The taxying loads for the representative flight were obtained by 
proportioning five taxying records of varying length to five minute periods 
and then taking the average. 

* Based on average figures for Varsities engaged in training flights at 
Swinderby R.A.F. Station. 

** It is assumed here that the number of fluctuations is equal to half 
the sum of negative and positive gusts. A check from the flight tests 
showed that this method of estimating fluctuations gzves a slight over 
estimate. 
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Nosewheel Out-of-Balance Loads 

From a study of the records of landing and take-off it was noticed 
that a small out-of-balance of the nosewheel produced a steady oscillation 
in the trace of vertical load at the nose undercarriage. Attempts were 
made, by changing the nosewheel tyres, to eliminate this out-of-balance, 
but it was not found possible to remove it entirely. All records of the 
nose undercarriage vertical loads were analysed with this out-of-balance 
effect included but Pigs 5 and 6 show results for mro take-offs and 
landings where this oscillation has been smoothed out. It can be seen 
that out-of-balance of the nosewheel pmduces a noticeable increase an the 
number of occurrences of the smaller loads but has little effect on the 
larger loads. 
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TABLE I 

Ground to Air Loads 

A.U.W. 34,600 lbs 
C.G. Positmn 30.45 ft Aft of Datum 

Aircraft Condition 

Ground 0 kts. Engires Idlmg 
To 

All- ,o'& 
TO 

S. Just Airborne,+ Flap 

I Change in B.M. 01‘ Load at Posltmn of Stram Gauge I 

Fwd Fuselage Stn. Rear Xselage Stn. Nose Undercarriage 
B.M. (Tons Ins.) B.M. (Tons Ins.) Vertxal Load(Tons) 

195 156 I.89 

GKlUld 0 kts. Engines Idlrng 
To To To 221 180 

Air 145 Icts. 2000 ft, FkFS Up 
tic up 
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TAEIIEV 

Accelerations Measured at Mrcraft 
C.G. Ln-mp( 'Purbulence Plyinq 

4cceleratlon 

Range 

g 

0.2 65.0 

0.3 39.0 

0.4 23.7 

0.5 11.7 

0.6 5.2 

0.7 2.7 

0.8 2.0 

0.9 1.4 

I .o 0 

No. of Occurrences of 
Acceleration Range 

I.A.S. Knots 
170 145 
Record Time. 

180 300 

69.5 

42.8 

23.2 

11.4 

5.8 
2.2 I 

130 
Seconds 

113 

23.0 

9.1 

3.6 
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STATION STATION * $TAT\ON 
105 217.93 

I -I L,., CA, 

STATION 
417 

WI1 FUSELAGE REAR FUSELAGE 
STRAIN GAUGE 

,STRAlN GAUGE 

POSITION 

STATION 

105 

APPROXIMATE 
POSITION OF NOSEWHEEL 
mAIN GAUGE 

ONE FRAME OF PAKI COMPRISING NOSEWHEEL /FUSELAGE STRUCTURE 

FIG. I. POSITIONS OF STRAIN GAUGES ON FUSELAGE 
AND NOSE UNDERCARRIAGE. 
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Fin-and-rudder loads in a yawing manoeuvre: 
effect of direct ad power assisted rudder movement 

D. R. Puttack., D.C.Ae. 

The severity of a yawing manoeuvre specified' for design purposes is 
investigated, It is found that the manoeuvre does not alwsys represent the 
most critical case, higher fin-and-ruilder loadi~s being obtainable when 
the specified frequency of rudder movement is changed. The inclusicn of a 
power unit in the circuit may however impose restrictions on the rudder 
movement, leading to a reduction in the severity of the loading. 

The analytical treatment includes the derivation of exact expressions 
for the angle of sideslip, fin-and-rudder load and rudder hinge moment 
induced by a sinusoidal rudder movement of arbitrary frequency. These 
expressions are snslysed,to determine haw the rrmxima of each of the 
quantities are affected by variations in the frequency of the rudder 
movement. Computational charts are included to simplify the determination 
of these effeots in particular instances. 

The problems are illustrated with reference to a numerical example. 
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1 Introduction 

One of the present design requirements 12 stipulates &t all siroraft 
shall have sufficient strength to permit ths execution of two yawing 
manoeuvres. In one of these manc~cuvres the rudder is to be moved sinu- 
soidally through I or I$ cycles at a frequency equal to the dsmped natural 
yawing frequency of the aircraft, with an amplitude corresponding to a 
specified pedal foroe. 

It will be noted that with the manoeuvre defined in this manner, the 
mexbnun rate of rudder movement needed for its execution is also implicitly 
determined. However, if the rnddel* circuit contains a powsr unit, the 
msdmum rate of rudder movement is, in general, limited, and may well be 
less than that required for the above manoeuvre. The question then arises 
whether the associated design requirement, which normally determines the 
design loads for the fin-and-rudder, is not too severe in these cases. 

The.present note is p5marily concerned with sny limitations that a 
power unit may impose on the fin-end-rudder design conditions. Additionslly, 
however, it.also contains the results of a detailed study of the effects of 
the frequency of manual or power assisted sinusoidal rudder movement on the 
fin-end-rudder loading conditions. This study, which was a necessary pre- 
liminary to the main objdotive, has yielded some significant infarmation on 
the manoeuvre executed without power assistance, and therefore, the results 
are presented and discussed. 

The investigation is treated throughout fran the airworthiness stand- 
point, so that the ohief interest lies in the medmwn loading conditions 
for a given effort during msnoeuvrss whiah the pilot is able to perform. 
No consideration is given to the determination of the mo~?iel..y yawing 
manoeuvre, i.e. the one occurring most frequently. 

2 Details of the investigation 

For the pre liminary study,, exact analytical solutions, based on the 
equations of motion of the aircraft as used in response theory, were 
derived for the angle of sideslip, fin-sd-rudder load and rudder hinge 
moment prodwed by a sinusoidal rudder movement of unit smplituak and 
arbitrary frequency (see Appendix I para.ll3). These solutions were 
analysed to determine how the quantities were sffeotsd by variations in the 
frequency of movement, attention being conoentrated on their local mdma. 

*The range of frequencies considered ms frcm 0.5 to 1.5 times the damped 
natural yawing frequency of the aircraft. It was found that, for conven- 
tional aircraft, this range was sufficient to oover all the critical loading 
conditions. 

In the pesentation of this part of the investigation, the effects oP 
frequency of rudder movement on the local lllaxima of the angle of sideslip 
are illustrated @;raphically. Unfortunately no such general approach is 
possible for the associated effects on the fin-and-rudder load and rudder 
hinge moment because of the increased number of significant parameters 
affecting these two quantities. However, with the use of apprcdmate 
formulae, it has been possible to minimize the labour required to determine 
these effects in particular instances. A further simplification results 
from the use of a number of computational charts (see Appendix III). The' 
effects of frequency are illustrated with the aid of a typical exsmple, the 
data for which are given in Table I. 

With a timledge of the foregoing results the effects of the inclusion 
of a power unit into the rudder c:rcuit have been assessed. Here too, a 
oaupletely general presentation has been precluded by the number of 
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significant parameters invoived, but the trends sre illustrated by an extension 
of the above example (see Table I and para.3.4). 

3 Discussion: 

3.1 General note 

The following paragraphs cover the most inportant aspects of the problan. 
A more detailed discussion of these aspects is presented in Appendix II. The 
suffix m is used throughout to denote local msxima of the vsr1ous quantities. 

3.2 Effect of frequency of rudder movement on the response in .yaw 

3.21 Introduction 

The design yawing msnosuvre is specified in terms of a pedal force, which, 
in the absence of a power unit, is a function of the rudder angle and the 
response of the aircraft in yap, itself a futdion of the rudder sngle. Again, 
if a power unit is present, and limitations are imposed on the fin-and-rudder 
design conditions, it 1s probable that, the limitations will, in the first 
instance, relate to the amplitude and frequency of the specified rudder movement. 
It is therefore clear that, as a first step the response of the aircraft in yaw 
to unit sinusoidal rudder movement of different frequencies should be derived. 

In this note the frequency of the rudder movement is, by definition, pro- 
portionalto the parameter f, which is the ratio of the frequency of rudder 
movement to the dsmped natural yawing frequency of the aircraft (see Appendix I 
eqns. 3 ~~3.4). Thus, when the response of the aircraft is expressed in terms 
of the amplitude of rudder movement, a change in f indioates a proportional 
change in both the frequency, and maximum (initial) rate of that movement. ? 
When the response is expressed in terms of pedsl force, however, a change in f 
still indicates a proportional chaxge in the frequency cf the rudder movement, 
but the maximum rate depends upon the amplitude of the movement, which in turn 
depends on the hinge moment chsracteristrcs of the rudder. The case f = 1 '; 
corresponds to movement of the rudder at a frequency equd to the damped. natural 
frequency of the niroraft (designated the damped resonant frequency) i.e. the 
frequency specified for the design manoeuvre. 

3.22 Response per unit amplitude of rudder movement 
(See also Appendix II psra B.l.2) 

The response of an aircraft in angle of sideslip, 0, to sinusoidal rudder 
movement is dependent (see Appendix I equaiion 5) on the fre.quency of the . 

32 rudder movement, proportional to f, and on the ratio J , which is a measure 
of the aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft. The influence of f on the 
response of a psrticular aircraft (i.e. at a particular value of! ) is 

illustrated in Fig.(l), whilst its influence, and that of + , on the magnitude 

of the three local maxima which OCCUT during a manoeuvre of 'I& cycles of 
rudder movement, and which are of primar interest in the present note, is 
illustrated in Figs.(2), (3), (4) and (By. Fig.(O) relates to a specific 
exszple, the data fcr which sxe contained in Table I. Since the equation 
describing the.lateral motion of the aircraft in the present problem, see 
Appendix I equation 2 and 4, is identical in form to that of a simple mass- 
spring-damping system subjected to a sinusoidal disturbance, it is therefore 
to be expected, and in fact confirmed by the figures, that the peak vsJ.ues of 
the local maxima OCCUT with a frequency closer to the damped resonant 
frequency (f = 1) as the manoeuvre prrmeeds, and also that, at lovr frequencies 
of rudder movement, the first or second local maximum (in time) may be the 
absolute maximum in the manoeuvre. 
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The associated re 
equation 9 end Fig.(lO) is similar to that in p except for the in&d- 7 

onse in fin-and-rudder load, P, (see Appendix I 

f'icant maximumwhich occurs at the beginning of the manoeuvre, and, by 
comparing Fig.(8) and (11) it will be seen that the general effects of f 
on the signifioant Pm are similar to those on the 8,. Any qualitative dif- 

ferences between Figs.(8) and (11) are primarily dependent en the magnitude 
"I of the ratio - 
a2 

, but for conventional aircraft the differenoes will be 

small. 

The response in rudder hinge moment, Ch (see Appendix I equation Ii') 

is also illustrated in Big.(lO) and the variations of its looal msxima with 
f are shown in Fig.(12). Here it should be noted that the values of f 
associated with the peak values of the Ch are much higher than in either 

of the cases covered above, cf. Figs.(8),m(ll) and (12). The dotted line 
in Fig.(l2) represents the special case bl = 0 and divergence from it at 

any value of f is entirely due to b,8 i.e. the effect of the response in I 
sideslip on the hinge moments of the aircraft. 

bl 
In this oonnection the sign 

and magnitude of the ratio a is of importance (see Appendix II para.B.1.23); 
2 

with the value used in the derivation of Fig.(l2) the response of the 
aircraft relieves the hinge moment due to rudder angle alone at low values 
or f. 

The general equations for P and Ch are complex and somewhat unwieldy 
for use in detailed calculation of the local maxima, and in Appendix I 
para.& and A5 respeotively approximate but more rapid methods are devised. 
The associated computational charts, are given in Appendix III. The 
accuracy of the approximate methods may be gauged from Fig.(lO). 

3.23 Response per unit maximum hinge moment or pedal force 
(See also Appendix II para. B.l.3) 

So far, the discussion has been confined to the effects of f on the 
pm and Pm per unit rudder movement. The results presented in support of 

this discussion may now be re-examined to determine the effects of f on the 
pm and Pm per unit m&mum rudder hinge moment. These effects are illus- 

trated in Figs.(ly) and (20). The important difference to be noted between 
these Figs and Figs.(B) and (11) is that the peak values of the 8, and Pm 
no longer oocur in the neighbowhocd of f = 1. Consequently the damped 
resonant condition, which forms a basis for the determination of the design 
loading conditionl, does not necessariQ represent the most oritiosl loading 
condition In the present exsmple, see Table I, a load-on the fin-and-rudder 
some 1% greater than the design load is obtained by moving the rudder sinu- 
so&dally with a frequency equal to 0.84 of the damped resonant frequency. 
This is due to the relieving effect of the aircraft respnse in yaw on the 

^ 1 
rudder hinge moments at low frequencies; and the ratio- has, therefore, 

b2 
a significant effect on the absolute maximum loading condition. Other 

significant parameters are Rand-- a1 
J 

a2 
, but they sffeot the picture to a 

minor extent only. 
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3.3 Effect of a power unit on the rudder movement 
7See also Appendix II pera B.l.2) 

To determine what limitations a power unit may impose on the fin-and- 
rudder design conditions, it is first necessary to consider what limitations, 
if any, the power unit vvlll place on the rudder movement when an attempt ia 
made to execute the specified manoeuvre, The precise limitations are difficult 
to assess, but for a qualitative investigation refined asswtions are probably 
not necessary, end in this note the rudder movement is assumed to be as illus- -i‘ 
trated in Fig.(22a), i.e. the frequency remsins the same/but the amplitude is 
reduced. It is further assumed that the pedal force is proportional to rudder 
angle. However, to complete the picture it 1s desirable to consider also the 
effect of change in the frequency of the assumed movement,see Fig.(22b), on the 

6 

response of the aircraft end to determine the critical conditions mith the 
power unit present. The results of the preceding paragraphs are of use in this 
respect. The general effect of frequency changes on the amplitude of rudder 
movement, under the foregoing assumption, is illustrated in Fig.(23). 

3.4 Effect of a power unit on the response of en aircraft 
7See also Appendix II para.B.3) 

To illustrate these effects the example of Table I has been extended to 
cover the case with a power unit in the rudder circuit. The characteristics 
of the power tit are assumed to be such that its maximum rate is reached 
when f = 0.7. 

Thus below this frequency the power unit does nnt restrict the amplitude 
of movement, but above it the amplitude is reduced according tC the relevant 
curve in Fig.(23). 

3 
The curves of the pm end Pm per unit pedal force for a range of frequencies 

ere given in Figs.(2&) and (25) respectively. The full curves relate to the 
original example, i.e. without power unit, whilst the dotted end ohain dotted. 
curves relate to the example with power unit present, applying the assumed. zi 

rudder displacement of pra.3.3 and another, less realistic, and unoonsenrative, 
approzdmation (see Appendix II para.B2) respectively. In practise it is to be 
expected that the aotual curve would lie between the dotted and chain dotted 
curve a. 

The sets of curves indicate that, if a power unit restricts the movement 
of the rudder such that the design conditions cannot be met, the critical Pm 
and. Pm obtained are lower than those associated with the specified design 
conditions. Further these critical conditions do not necessarily occur at the 
biped resonant frequency of the aircraft. 

4 Conclusions: 
tT 

(1) If the design menoeuvre is defined in terms of the amplitude of the 
rudder movement, the absolute m&ma of the angle of sideslip end fin-snd- 
ruder load occur, as would be expected, when the frequency of the rudder 
movement is very close to the demped natural yaning frequency of the r& 

aircraft, i.e. close to the damped resonant conditions. 

(2) The absolute maximum hinge moment for usual velues of b 
bl 

, and b2 i.e. 

6 positive end b2 negative, occws at a much higher frequency thsn the 
2 bl damped respnant frequency, depending on the value of a . At low fre- 

2 
quencies the response of the aircraft has a relie\Cng effect on the 
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hinge moments, through b,, which allows the application of greater 
rudder amplitudes for a given pedal force than would be predicted from 
a knowledge of the hinge moment due to rudder angle alone. 

(3) If the design manoeuvre is defined in terms of a msxkmns hinge 
moment or pedal force, the absolute mexima of the angle of sideslip 
and fin-and-rudder load occur at frequenoies much below the 

al7 resonant frequency, the precise values depending on! , - 
a2 mds;* 

(4) It follows from (3) that the present design requirement, which 
calls for movement of the rucVier at the damped resonant frequency up 
to a specified pedal force, does not elweys form the critical case. 
In soane cases greater angles of sideslip end fin-and-rudder loads msy 
be obtained by a slight reduotion in the frequency of rudder movement. 

(5) If a power unit limits the rudder movement such that the design 
conditions cannot be realised the ensuing fin-and-rudder loads are in 
general lower than those of the present design requirement. 

N6'lXTION 

A&J coefficients in equation 9 

a%f 
al =-ap (including effects of local sidewash at the tail) 

a%f 
a2 = 3t; 

b wing span 

a% 
bl=-- w 

(including effects of local sidewash at the tail) 

a% 
b2 =a2: 

Oh 

%f 

rudder hinge moment ooeffioient 

lateral force coefficient of the fin and rudder 

f . frequency of the sxa~soidal rudder movement 
ratio natural frequency of the damped yawing oscillations of the aircraft 

g 

-H 

He 
i 

0 

J 

gravity constant 

rudder hinge moment 

amplification factor in equation 5 

coeffioient of inertia about the e axis 

non-dimensional damped natural oirouler frequency of the 
eircraftinyaw 
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8 fin-and-rudder arm 

53 distance of C.P. of fin-and-rudder load due to rudder deflection 
to C.G. of aircraft 

E r remonse factor, see equations 21 and 27 

n v static stability derivative 

n r wing derivative in yaw 

P fin-and-rudder load 

Qr T/2 response factors, see Flgs.2, 3, 4 and 13 

R non-dimensional damping factor of the lateral oscillation 

; non-dimensional angular velocity in yaw 

s wing area 

S" fin-and-rudder area 

t time in seconds 

t =w 
gPw 

unit of aerodynamic time m seconds 

v velocity of C.G. of the airoraft 

yR =gB fin-snd-rudder volume coefficient 

w weight of the aircraft 

Ti, T response factors, see equation 15 

x 
r 

variable in approximate equation, see equations 12, 18 and 23 

x r value of variable for which the approximate equations give 
maximum values 

TV = - Yv lateral force derivative due to fi 

, S" 
Tc = F -g a2 lateral force derivative due to r: 

P siderlip angle 

$2 non-dimensional rudder effectiveness 

E r ,) 
phase angles, see Figs.5, 6, 7, 15 and $6 

E 
r-l ,r I 

z rudder angle 

cl,' p3 non-dimensional mass of the akrcraft - alternative expressions 

, 
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1 
” “‘7. n n 3. r 

non-dimensional damping parameter in yaw 
c 

P air density 

7 non-dimensional aercd.ynemic time 

'pr frequency factor, see equation 24 

1 
“!I = T.Pz. nv non-dimensional static stability parameter 

0 

Suffices 

e 

m 

r pertaining to the r th maximum of the response quantities 
r = I,2 and3 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Author 
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AFFTXDIXI 

Analysis 

A.1 Equations of motion 

The non-dimensional equations of lateral motion of sn aircraft msy be 
written in the form, with the notation of ref.5. 

Ol- 

where 

The underlying assumptions are that: 

1. the fo-d speed is constant throughout the msnoeuwe, 

2. the fin-end-rudder force derivative due tc rudder displaoement 
(yz) is negligible in equation(la), 

* 

3. the verticsl principal ads of inertia of the aircraft coincides 
with the s &s, 

4. all rolling motion is neglected. 

Equation(la (lb)msy be expressed in the farm 

A 
dT2 

t 2R 2 t (R* t J2)P = 6n5 

(2) 

R = $Gv + vn) = ncn-d.imensional dsmping factor of the 
oscillatory motion. 

----_- _ 

J = \/on '( 
2 1 (3) 

- T vn - $ = non-dimensional dampednatural 
circular frequency factor of the J 
oscillatory motion. 

It has been shown4 that, with the present trends in aircraft design, the 
assw@ion of zero rolling motion is tending to became invalid, However, it 
is also shown that the main effect of neglect of the rolling is to modify the 
numerical values of the parameters R and J, and that the effect of rolling 
may be taken into account by using the exact values of R and J in all the 
response formulae obtained fram the simplified approach. Fundamentally, it 
is necessary to add a furthsr equation, an equation of rolling moments, to 
equations (la) and (lb), and solve the resulting quartic to obtain the 
exact values of R snd J. In practice, however, a method of factorisation 
mtroduoed by Neumark5 msy be used for this purpose. In the analysis of 
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particular cases where neglect of rolling if likely to incur appeoiable error, 
it is suggested that equation 3 should not be used to calculate the values of 
R end J. Instead the fcumulae presented in Ref.4 should be used. 

A.2 Defirution of the manoeuvre:- 

Consider a general fish-tail manoeuvre induced by the rudder, in which 
the rudder is moved. to and fro m a sinusoidal motion at a frequency propar- 
tional to the natural frequency of the damped yavdng oscillations of the 
airaraft then 

c = ce sin JUT (4) 

where the non-dlnensional frequency of the rudder motion is Jf and 

f = 
frequency of rudder movement 

&mped. natural frequency of yawing oscillations of the aircraft ' 

A.3 Solution for the Ande of SidesliE 

The solution of equation 2 for p , including equation 4, is 

fe 
-!JT 

P = 6, Ge He 

i 

(5) D 

.g= 
6n ‘e ‘eJ 

+2g 2 Jf sm Jf% + f 00s Jf-z 

cos JfT - f2 ($+I -f2)sinJfq 
i 

'5 

H =- e 
J! 

1 

-FG 
. 

2 
+ (I + f)2 s + (I - f)2 lLZ 1 

J 

(7) 
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These equations are valid for the ranges of f above and below 
resonance conditions (f = I), but much of the following enalysxs only 
applies to the range f c 1. 

Cseykowski* has considered a particular case of the fish-tail manoeuvre 
inwhichfsl. For this particular case he was able to simplify the 
equation for the angle of sideslip and present graphically all the local 
rimims. required for design purposes. In the general case, however, many of 
the simplifications are not valid end it is necessary to resort to numerical 
solution of the equation for p to obtain the required InPormation for design. 
This involves the solution of the transcendental equation, 

which is the condition for the local maxima of p for any set.of the pera- 
meters E J e.na f. In the present note the effect of f on the magnitude and 
times of ocourrence of the first three local mexima of p have been caloulated 
for a tide renge of 2 and the results are presented in I"igii2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
sml 7. For convenience, the times of oc-ence of the maxima are expressed 
in terms of a phase angle 6~~; the difference in positions of the corres- 
pondingmexilnaofpenclt;. Sinoe z = ge sin Jfz, this is equivalent to 
measuring the angular position of each meximum of p fram a datum Jf% = 
$ (2r - I), h w ere r (= 1, 2 and J;) signifies the particular maximum under 
consideration. The magnitudes of the msxima are given in terms of 

a, = ("I y+' . f . (?) . Defined in tnis way Qr is always positive. 

The range of f covered: <5 c f c 1.0 is considered to be the most important 
range likely to be met in practice. 

A.4 in-and-Rudder Load: 

A.lbl General formulae 

The aerodynsdc load on the fin-and-rudder during a lateral manoeuvre 
mxybe written (cf. Ref.2) 

where 

7 
B = 1 + ,v a1 ( > 

W 

p3 
p3 = gpsL' 

The condition for the maximum fin-and-ruader load is 
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(IO) 

Using equations 4, 6 and 7 this condition may be rewritten as 

It is obvxous that this equation is too complex to be of any practical 
value. The complexity is due to the nature‘of the equations for p and 

3 and, as implied in the previous paragraph, it is not possible to introduce 
3 general simplifications into the equations for p and dz , Iiowever, it is 

possible to replace them locally by simpler functions for use in equations 9 
and 40. In this way the labour can be kept to a minimum without eny great loss 
in accuracy. 

A.4.2 Approximate formulae for the fin-and-rudder load 

Calculaticns have indicated that, in the general case, the component of 
the fin-and-rudder load which is dependent on%! has a marked influence on the 

precise positions of the maxima of the total load, although the magnitudes of 
these maxima are not appreciably affected, It is usually necessary to know 
both the total fin-and-rudder load and the load due to the rudder alone, and, 
since the load due to the rudder displacement alone is directly proportional 
to the position of Lhe rudder at the Pm, it appears that the position of the 
Pm should be determined as accurately as possible. It is felt, therefore, that 

the term proportional to z , which may be neglected in the particular case 
f = 1 (cf. Ref.2), should be retained in the general case. 

An analysis of the time histories of 0 and P in tne general manoeuvre - 
see Fig.10 for example - suggests that, with the usual ranges of parameters, 
the various maxima of P occur later in the manoeuvre than the corresponding 
~EIX~EL of @ (i.e. if -ihe first small maximum of P is ignored). However, the 
phase angle between them is usually small. The new functions for p and2 need 

only be accurate, therefore, in the regions of the corresponding maxima of p 
and P. The response in B is oscillatory in character and a suitable function 
to describe the motion locally is found to be a cFrcul.ar function in which the 
ooeffioxents and phase angles are chosen to give the local maxima exactly both 
in position and magnitude. The frequency of the new function may be assumed 
to be the same as that of the rudder movement. For convenience a separate 
datm is constiered for each maximum. For the rth maximum the local function 
for P is, using the notation of Fig.9 

J2 n* (p), = (-I)~+’ Q~ cos - (2r - 1) $ - sr 
> 

= (-1 y+’ Q, cos (xr - Er) (12) 
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where xr=Jf,-(a-1) 5 and the particular datum is at Jfz = (a-1) f . 
The first derivative of p msy be obtained from equation 12 by differentiation. 

The rudder movement about the new titum may be described as 

& (g), = (-l)r+' f CO8 xr. (13) 

In these equations r(= I, 2 and 3) indicates the particular local 
maximum under consideration. The angle sr is the phase angle between 
corresponding maxima of I3 and t: and is considered positive when the pm 
occws after the corresponding Q Substituting these new functions in the 
general expression for P, equation 9, we have 

= (-IF+' Q, f sin(xr - Er) - cos(xr - Er) 1 
Er) + ‘i;, CO”(X;’ - cr) + a2 co9 xr 

1 
(14) 

6 
where Tr = C . f . Qr . f 

6 
Pr = - D . -n . Qr . 

J2 

The equation for tine position of the Pm is then 

x r 
= JfTr-S(*r-l) 

= tar-’ 
” 00s Er t Tr sin E 

r 
. 

a2 t Tr co9 E r - Zr sin s r 
(16) 

Thus, for a given value of f, the only response quantities required for 
the calculation of the magnitude and position of a particular maximum of P 
are F ana Er* The values of these quantities, for a wide range of J Ramif 
have been calculated from equations (5) and (E), and are given in Figs.2, 3, 
4, 5, 6 and 7. The ringed points in Fig.10 indicate the accuracy of the new 
approach. The computational charts presented in Appendix III may be used for 
rapid estimation of the Pm. 

A.5 Hinge Moment 

The rudder hinge moment coefficient at sny point in a lateral manoeuvre 
iS 

Ch = -b,P+b2r;. (17) 
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The conditmn for the Cb is rather unwieldy, and the investigation of a 
particular case would be tedious. Hwever, using the same technique as has 
been used m the previous section, approximate formulae msy be derived to 
reduce the labour in such instsxces without any great loss in accuracy. All 
the maxima except the first may be obtained from a general formula. 

1st Maximm:- 

With typical values of b, and b2, the first maximum of Ch occurs close to 
Jfz =; . In this region the response u @ varies approximately as (1 - 00s Jf%). 
If the new function for p is chosen such that it is exact at JfT = 0 and+ , we 
have, assuming the frequency of the motion to be the same as the frequency of 
the rudder displacement 

ft =Qn/ 0 e 
2 . (I - 00s xr) 

where x = JfT and. r r = 1. 

Equation (17) becomes 

22 

0 

6 

z = -  +$ . b, . Q2 . (1 -  

el 
cos x,) + b2 sin x, 

= ii, (1 - cos x,) t b2 sin x 1 

where 

The position of the madmnn is at 

-1 b2 
4 

=tsn -=--. 
( > 

Ml 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

Further Maxima:- 

The dominant term in the equation for Ch, equation (17), is b2z . Thus 
for normal values of b, and b2, the maxima in Ch will occur close to the 
corresponding maxima in t; end the phase angle between corresponding maxima of 
and Ch may be large. The function previously used to replace p locally (~.4.2 P 
is only accurate in the region of each pm. A more general function is therefore 
needed if accurate values of the remaining Ch are to be obtained. 

m 
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A suitable general function is a sine function which gives exactly,the 
positions of B = 0 end the following pm (in the region of the Ch in 

m 
question) snd also the magnitude of the pm. The frequency of the new 
funotior. is then automatically defined. 

The function is (see also Fig.9) 

h n 0 er 
= (-i)r+’ CL, sin Qr (Xr - Er-q ,r) 

where the local datum is at Jf% = x(1-1) and r = 2, 3 etc. 

(S-1 r ) is the phase angle between the positions of the corresponding 
p = O'and t: = 0, considered positive when p = 0 occurs after g = 0 and 

Qr = 
local frequency of the response in 13 
frequency of applied rudder movement 

Also 

J2 & 
0 

rtl 2 . 
b = n G r t-11 x . s9.n xr. 

(23) 

(25) 

Hence equation (Ii') becomes 

q (-l)r+’ Qr . 3 . b, . sin Q~(X~ - Ed-, + b2 Sin xr 

= (-,y+’ er sin ‘pr (xr - E,,+) + b2 sin xr) 

The positions of the maxima are given by the following equation 

00s x r 5 Q 
E -c, 

mJs QrGr - Er-.l,J b2 

Within the ranges of + and f considered in this note the range of vr is 

0.8: .z 'pr ( 1.2. For such &xses 

CO9 Qr& - Er-, r 2 WS& - Er+) 
,) 
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an3 equation (28) my be simplified to 

cos x r E q 

00s - - E (3 
= mu* 

r-l ,r b2 

The solution to an equation of this type is given in Fig.27 for a oon- 
siderable range of parameters. 

Thus for rapid estimation of the Ch , the only additional response 
In 

quantities, over and above those used in the estimation of the Pm, sre Q 
"12 

ana T- 1 I-* These maybe found from equation (5). The values have been 
derived fn the present note for a wide range of 5 and f; the results are given 

inFigs.13, 15 and 16. 

Fig.10 gives the exact response in p, P and Gh to‘s fish-tall manoeuwe 
for the aircraft considered in Table I. The ringed points are the maxima of 
P and Ch as calculated by the above fotiae. It is seen that the approximate 
values are accurate to within 5%. 
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APPENDIX11 

Detailed Discussion 

The primery object of the present investigation has been to exemine the 
effects of direct end power assisted rudder movement in relation to the 
design requirementl. Tide has necessitated a very detailed analysis of the 
general effeots of rudder movement on the ensuing loading conditions. The 
chief points of interest are reported in pera. of the mein text, but the 
dekiled discussion covering these points end further points cf perhaps 
secondary interest from the s&worthiness aspeot are given in this Appendix. 
The Appendix is self oontained and has the same general layout as para.3, 

B.1 Effect of Frequenoy of Rudder Movement on the Response in Yaw 

B.l.1 Introduction 

To simplify the discussion, consideration is first given to the manner 
in which the various response quantities are affeoted by variations in the 
frequency of a sinusoidal rudder movement of constant amplitude (para.1.2). 
Then the quantities are considered in terms of a maximum pedal force for the 
same frequency range (pera.1.3). ' 

The rudder movement is defined as 5 = t;, sin Jf% where J is the non- 
dimensional, dsmped, natural circular frequency of the eiroraft in yaw, and 
ge is the amplitude of the movement. The non-dimensional oiroulsr frequenoy 
of the rudder movement is Jf, and f is, therefore, the ratio between the 
rudder frequency and the damped, natural yawzing frequency of the aircraft. 
The case f = 1 corresponds to movement of the rudder at the demped resonant 
frequency of the aircraft in yaw. The non-dimensional rate of movement of 
the rudder is 2 = Jft; e cos JfT and the meximum (initial) rate is Jfrd,. 
Thus when the response is expressed in terms of the amplitude of rudder 
movement, a variation in f indicates a proportional variation in both the 
frequency and mexlmum rate of movement of the rudder. Hczever, if the 
response 1s expressed m terms of the maximum pedal fame, a variation in f 
still indicates a proportional change in the frequency of the displacement, 
but the maximum rate of displacement depends on g,, which, in turn, depends 
on the hinge moment cheraoteristics of the rudder and, as will be seen later, 
on f itself although not proportional to it. 

B.l.2 Response oer unit amplitude cf rudder movement 

B.1.2.1 tile of sideslip 

The cmves in Fig.1 give the response of an aircraft in angle of side- 
slip to sinusoidal movement of the rudder at POW different frequencies. 
All the curves are presented with Jfz = Jr . 

0 z 
t, which is proportional to 

non-dimensione.1 time, as a common base. In this way the disturbing movement, 
g = ge sin JfT , appears as a single curve irrespeotive of the frequency. 
Plotted against JT, the curves of response would be considerably closer 
together with a resultant loss in clarity. It is seen that, while the 
general character of the curves is the same, both the positions and 
magnitudes of the local maxima are affeoted by variations in f. It is also 
apparent that the msnner in which each of these maxima is affeoted depends 
on the partioular local meximum in question. 
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For given values of 6,, the rudder effectiveness, and J, the angle of 

sideslip is a function of $ , f and time, (Amen&ix I equation (5)) and it 

is simple, although laborious, to determine the magnitudes and positions of 
its local maxima for different combinations of! and f. The results of such 

an investigation are presented in Figs.2 to 4 and 5 to 7 respectively, and 
cover the three local msxima that occur in the duration of a manoeuvre of 13 
cycles of rddder movement. 

Examination of Figs.2 - 4, indicates that the magnitude of the individual 
maxima Q,, Q, and Q are all affected in a similar manner by the parameters 

3 
s and f, i.e. the maxima decrease if? is increased, and increase to a peak and 

then decrease if f is increased, The effects becwne more pronounced as the 

manoeuvre develops, and the percentage change in Q3 following a change in J g or 

f, or both, is muoh larger than the corresponding percentage change in Q,. 
Also, as the manoeuvre develops, for a given value ok{, the values of f 

associated with the peak values of Qr tend. towards the damped resonance value. 
Resonance conditions might be expected to give the peak value of Qr, but there 
are two reasons why this is not so in any problem of the present type. Firstly, 
steady values are not reached in the specified duration of the manoeuvre, and 
secondly, the motion of the aircraft is wed. If the motion of a system is 
demped, the msximum response occurs at a frequency scmewbat below resonance 
g$-;, ip;;e;gf. 3 1 even if asymptotic conditions are reached. Father if 

T 
ed, the maximum response drops away as the frequency is 

increased from zero, cf. Ref.3 page 66), and no peak is apparent. In the 
case under consideration, where the dsmping is moderate, the peak values of Q 

3 
occur in the’region of f = 0.7 to 0.95. 

The positions of the msdma, see Figs.5 - 7, are all affected 111 a similar 
way by changes in $ and f, but not to the same extent. For a given value of %, 
the phase angles s,, 2 s and s increase as f is increased. 

3 
Thus, as the fre- 

quency of the displacement of the kudder is increased, the response in p tends 
to lag more and more behind the rudder displacement, cf. Fig.1. However, as 
the manoeuvre develops, the angles sr gradually decrease and approach a steady 
value. This value dqmnds on $ and f, and may be obtained from a consideration 
Of the asymptotic conditions (i.e. at Jfq = co). The positions of the msxzima are 
not affected greatly by changes in J 2 except possibly at the lower end of the 
frequency range considered i:l this note. 

The effects of g J and f on Qr become more noticeable as the manoeuvre 
develops; this is best illustrated if the values of Qr, for a given value of 
R 
7 

are plotted on the same frequency base, as in Fig.8, where the data of the 
example In Table I are used, It is seen that, at the lower er@ of the frequency 
range, Q, is the critical maximum for the manoeuvre. If the frequency is 
increased a point is reached at which Q, and Q2 become equal. For a certain 
region beyond this frequency, Q, is the critical maximum and finally, as the 
damped. resonance conditions are approached, (2 becomes the critical one. If 

3 
the disturbing frequency is increased beyond f = 1, Q2 and Q, in that order, 
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again become critical, The values of f, below the resonance conditions, 
at which Q, end Q, and Q2 end Q 
range of values of $. 

3 become equal are given in Fig.14, for a 
The values of f are little affected by:, exoept 

when this parameter is emsll, 

The general equation for g, equation 5, contains trigonometrical func- 
tions of two distinct frequencies; one is the frequency of the disturbing 
motion, the other, the transient frequency, is the dsmped natureit yawing 
frequency of the aircraft. With the rsnge of f oonsidered in this note, 
the two frequencies are of the same order. Where the initial effect of the 
transient response on the overall response is considerable, a condition 
approximating to the characteristic "beating" phenomenon is to be expeoted, 
i.e. motion with periodically varying amplitude. The transient response 
component is usuelly well damped, so that a true beating condition osnnot 
develup. The remarks made above indicate that the amplitude of the response 
in (3 does very in some complex way, end it appears that a fom of beating 
is present in the sideslipping motion induoed by sinusoidal rudder movement 
of frequencies close to the damped resonant yaw%ng frequency of the aircraft. 

B.1.2.2 Fin-and-rudder load ' 

A time history of the fin-and-rudder load induced by sinusoidal rudd& 
movement of a specific frequency is given in Fig.10 for the exsmple of 
Table I. It is seen that the form of the response In P is similsr to that 
in P ,, except at the beginning of the manoeuvre. The additional meximtm 
that occurs in the initial stages of the manoeuvre is usually very small, 
and; for design purposes, mey be G&regarded. An e2eimination of the general 
equation for P, equation (q), and the ranges of the parsmeters involved, 
indicates that the contribution to the total hid of the ccmpenent propor- 
tional to g is paramount, Thus, the fin-and-rudder load is affected by 
changes in+ end f in a skmilsr mav as the angle of sideslip, (cf. Figs.8 _ 
end 11') and, in the general case, it is necessary to have a bowledge of the 
three loosl maxima of P before the Gritice oondition is stated. 

Sinoe P is greatly dependent on g, the oarresponding rnsxima of these 
two quantities (disregarding the first, very small, maxti of P) occur at 
roughly the same tines in the manoeuvre. With the usual values of the 
pertinent parameters, each maximm in p is closely followed by a mz&mum 
in P. The proximity of each pair of maxima depends on the value of f, i.e. 
on the frequency of the rudder displacemert. For the particular case of 
f = I, (see Sef.2), these maxima occur at Jf% p. 7[, 2x snd 3x , i.e. when 
the rudder is central. In this speoial case, the contributions to the total 

2zE loads of the components proport~onsl to c and do are negligible,' However, 
for values of f other thsn'unity, the msxima in g, and hence the msxhaa in 
P, do not ooour in the region of Jf%'e ?c eta., but when the rudder is in a 
deflected position (cf. Fig.10). Thus, in the general case, each Pm contains 
a component due to the angular position of the rudder, and also, since the 
Pm occur after the corresponding pm, a small component due to $ (see 

equation (9)). 

AC? Detailed calculations have indicated that the component of P due to d7 
has a marked influence on the precise positions of the Pm, although the 
magnitudes ere not appreciably affeoted, Since the designer often needs to 
have a lonowledge of the separate components of the Pm, as well as the values 
the Pm themselves, an accurate knowledge of the position of the Pm is also 
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desirable. The rudder angles associated with the Pm are usually small, 
although they vary appreciably nith f, and the components of Pm due to the 
position of the rudder, which are proportional to ge sin Jf% are much affected 
by inaccuracies in the estimation of the rudder angles for the Pm. Thus it 
appears that the ccmponent of P due to do 2.2 should be retained in any computations 

involving the Pm and their components. 

The general equation for P is complex, and rather unwieldy for use in 
detailed calculations of the maxima in P. This complexity arises from the 
presence of the components containing p and do . 5% In Appendix I para.A.4.2, a 
method is developed to reduce the computational work involved in such a task. 
In this method, the exact equations for @ and. d7 are replaced by simpler, 2 

approximate e&ations, which give good agreement with the exact equations In 
the neighbourhood of each p . A convenient expression for Bm is Qr cos(JfT-sr). 
The approximate equation for m z follows by differentiation. The two pwa- 

meters Qr end sr are precisely those used in para.B.1.2.1 to describe the 0, 
in magnitude and position. The accuracy of the new approach may be gauged 
from Fig.10. The "ringed" points are obtained from the ccmputatienal chart. 
The curve shows exact values. 

To illustrate the effect of f on the various maxima of P, all other 
factors considered constant, the example in Table I has been analysed. The 
results are obtained from the simplified formulae, and are presented in Fig.11. 
The curves confirm that the msxima in fs and P are affected in a very similsr 
manner by changes in f. The values of f for the peak values of the Pm are a 
little higher than those for the peak values of tne @ . These differences 
depend on the ratlo "1 . If it is high the shape of The curves for the &, 

a2 
and Pm are almost identical. 

B.1.2.j F?udder hinge moment 

An example of the response in Ch to a sinusoidal rudder movement 3.6 gxven 
in Fig.10. Again the character of the response is similar to that in p . 
However, with the usual values of bl and b2, the term b& mthe equation for 

'h' equation (IT), is the dominant one, and the response in.C ~0110~s the 
h 

disturbance more closely than is the case'with the response m p and P. 
Although the term b2z is the do minant term, the effect of f on the response is 
cotiderable. This is mainly due to the changes in phase which occur between 
13 and t; -hen f is varied. This ib especially marked Ghhenb is positive and bl 

2 
b2 is negative, for, in such cases, the components of Sh, 6,p and b2?& tend 
to oppose each other throughout the manoeuvre, and slight changes in phase 
between the two components cause considerable changes in the overall Ch 

response. 

The effect of f on the various maxima of Ch for the example in Table I, 
is illustrated in Fig.12. The curves have the same general characteristics 
as the corresponding ones for the pm and Pm. However, the values of f for 
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the peak values of the Ch are higher than in either of the other cases. 
m 

The dotted line represents the maxima of Ch for the special case b, = 0 and 
divergence from this line, at any value of f, is entirely the effect of b,g 
i.e. the effect of the response of the aircraft in p . Be& f = 0.9 in 
this particular example, the response of the aircraft reduces the hinge 
moment below the value obtained from the rudder alone. This tendency i;s 
likely to be present if a is positive and b2 is negative. The ratio $ bl 

2 2 
has a controlling influence on the value of f at which the effect of the 
response of the aircraft changes sign. The significance of this feature 
till be discussed more fully in psxx..B.1.3. 

The curves in Fig.12 indicate that it is necessary to calculate the 
values of all three C h before stating the absolute maximum for the 

manoeuvre. HoiYever, Ge character of the equation for Ch, equation (I?), 
is basically the same as that for P, and it is consequently unsuitable for 
use in detailed calculations because of the labour involved. In Appendix I 
psra.A.5 further approxunate equations for g are introduced to simplify 
the equation for Ch. For the 1st maximum of Ch, g is expressed as a function 

Q~~2(1-cos Jfz) where Qm12 is,a responsu factor involving the Vslue of p at 

Jfz = $ (see Fig.lJ), and for the 2nd and 3rd maz&na, fi is expressed as a 
function of Qr sin 'pr (Jf% - sr-, r,. ) In both cases, the approximate 
equation for Ch may be tabulated for calculation of the maxima. The 

relevant charts are given in Append& III. The accuracy of the approach 
maybe gauged from Fig.lO. The squsrod points sre obtained from the 
approximate equations; the curve shows the exact values. 

B.l.3 Response per unit maximum pedal force 

go far the discussion has been confined to consideration of the effect 
of f on the response in 8, P and Ch induced by unit amplitude sinusoidal 

rudder movement. The present design requirement specifies an amplitude of 
movement corresponding to a given pedal force being the maximum force 
applied in the manoeuvre. To compare the fin-and-rudder load for the design 
case f = 1, and the load induced by sinusoidal movement of the rudder at 
other frequencies, the effects of f on such quantities as the Pm and Pm 
per unit maximum Ch are required. Because of the large nlrmber of persmeoers 

involved, the effects are best illust ated b an example. 
4n E+$n 

In the previous 

paragraphs, the effects of f onr , - have been given for the 
ce 

the example in Table I - see Figsyg, 1; and 12. At sny value of f; the 
uppermost curve in each figure gives the absolute maximum value of each 
quantity produced in the full manoeuvre of 1s cycles of rudder displacement. 
If only one cycle of rudder displacement is to be considered, the curve for 
the third maximum r = 3, may be neglected in each case. If the reciprocal 
of the vslues on the upper boundary in Fig.12 are calculated, the resultant 
curve gives the value of t;e at each value of f, which must bz applied to 
obtain unit C 

'rn 
at some point in the manoeuvre. The curve is given in 

Fig.17. Any combination of ge and f below this curve does not produce unit 
Ch at any time during the msnoeuvre considered. Conversely, if a combination 

m 
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above the curve is selected, unit Ch will be excaeded. It is seen that, as 
m 

f is increased, the amplitude of rudder movement to produce unit maximum Ch 
decreases considerably. This effect is likely to occur in all cases where 

bl 'i;- is positive and b2 is negative. 
2 

The rapidity with which ze decreases as 

bl f is increased depends on the magnitude of 6 . The curve is discontinuous 
2 

since it is based on the upper boundary in Fig.12. The points of discontinuity 
correspond to value&of f at which the absolute maximum of Ch for the manoeuvre 
ahanges from one local maximum to the next (see para.B.1.2.3). The dotted line 
represents the special case b, = 0. The relieving effect of the aircraft 

response is clearly demonstrated, 

If the combination of f and ce at each frequency, to produce unit maximum 
Ch is kr~own, the corresponding maximum (initial) rates of displacement of the 
rudder may be calculated since the maximum rate is proportional to fr; . The 
curve for the present ewle is given in Fig.18. The area below the curve 
corresponds to conditions which do not produce unit msximum Ch in the specified 
duration of the manoeuvre. The mexlmum rate increased to a peak and then drops 
as f is increased. 

bl 
In general, the position and magnitude of the peak depends 

on-. 
b2 

The curves of the pm and Pm per unit maximum Ch are plotted in Pigs.19 
and 20. They are similar in character to those for the pm and Pm per unit ze, 
but there is one imports& difference, namely that the peak values of the p m 
and Pm per unit maximum Ch do not occur at or close to f = 1. Consequently, 
the damped resonance condition (i.e. the present design case) does not 
necessarily represent the critical loading case. In the present example, the 
greatest pm, at f = 0.765, is 39% greater than the largest pm at f = 1. 
Similarly the greatest value of Pm, at f = 0.84, is nearly 1% greater than 
the largest Pm at f = 1. A similar state exists if the duration of the 

manoeuvre is restricted to one cycle of rudder displacement. 

Thus although the pilot may tend to displace the rudder at the damped 
natural yawing frequency of the alrcrsft if he executes a manoeuvre approxi- 
mating to the fish-tail manoeuvre,'he till be able, vnth conventional rudder 
controls and control characteristics, to apply a greater rudder amplitude 
for a given maximm pedal force than in the dsmped resonance condition by 
reducing the frequency of the displacement slightly (because of the relieving 
effect of the response of the aircraft on the hinge moments at low frequencies). 
Such an action will give rise to greater angles of sideslip and fin-and-rudder 
loads thnn those associated with the resonance case. The msximum rate of 
movement will be slightly higher than that associated with resonance conditions 
but, with direct control, it should be attainable without undue effort. 

These remarks only apply stristly to the chosen example. The important 
parameters are a,, a2, b,, b2 and /J, and provided these do not change much 
the overall picture will be similar, 
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B.2 Effect of a power unit on the rudder movement and pedal forces 

In certain circumstances, the addition of a hydraulic power unit to 
the rudder circuit may impose restrictions on the movement of the rudder. 
In particular, there may be a restriction on the maximum rate at which the 
rudder can be moved. If the rudder pedals are moved sinusoidally at a low 
frequency, with low amplitude, the power unit is normally able to produce 
a corresponding movement at the rudder. However, if the frequency of the 
pedal movement is increased without altering the amplitude an initial rate 
of movement equal to the maximum rate of the power unit is eventually 
reached, of. Fig.21.. Beyond this point, the pilot is not completely free 
to apply the movement he desires but is influenced by the characteristics 
of the power unit. The present design requirement specifies the frequency 
of the rudder movement, and also a pedal force (the maximum force applied in 
the menceuvre). Implicit in this requirement is a maximum rate of rudder 
movement. If this rate cannot be realised through the power unit, the 
specified manoeuvre cannot be performed and the design requirement may then 
be too severe. 

To examine this point, an assumption must be made with regard to the 
actual rudder movement obtained by the pilot when he attempts to perform the 
required manoeuvre. If the rudder is operated directly, the pilot is likely 
to move it at the damped natural yawing frequency of the aircraft. The 
addition of a power unit till probably not alter this tendency, although 
there is likely to be a small phase lag between the pedal and rudder mcve- 
ment. The phase lag is of no consequence however, in the present investiga- 
tion since the aircraft response induced by the movement of the rudder is of 
primary Interest. The effect of the pomer unit in restricting the rate of 
movement is probably to reduce the amplitude of the rudder displacement. 
Just how much the amplitude will be reduced is difficult to assess. A first 
approximation might be that the pilot moves the rudder sinusoidally at the 
s?eoified frequency, n%th an initial rate equal to the maximum rate of the 
power tit. However, if he attempts to apply the specified movement of the 
rudder, corresponding to a pedal force of 100 lb, the amplitude may ba 
geatcr than given by this approximation. Jn the absence of any flight 
or laboratory data to justify a more reallstio approach it is assumed that 
the rudder is moved at a frequency equal to the dsmped natural yawing 
frequency of the aircraft, with an smplitude equal to the arithmetic mean 
of the specified amplitude and the amplitude given by the first approxuna- 
tion suggested above (see Fig.22a). Thus, the msximum initial rate of 
movement is higher than the m&mum rate of the power unit. However, such 
an assumption is not unreasonable because it is usually possible, through 
the follow-up mechanism of the power unit, to boost up slightly the maximum 
rate a few percent. Also the'movement of the rudder at a rate at, or close 
to the maximum rate of the power unit me&s the execution of an exact sinu- 
soidal movement difficult, and the initial movement is likely to be approxi- 
mately linear rather than sinusoidal. Nevertheless the resultant rudder 
movement is assumed to be of sinusoidal form in order that use may be made 
of many of the graphs and charts already presented and discussed. Thus the 
conclusions ,reaohed are mainly qualitative, although they indicate the 
trends to be expected. 

The specified amplitude of the rudder movement is that which can be 
obtained with a pedal force of 100 lb. The assumption with segard to the 
actual amplitude of movement of the rudder when a power unit is in the 
circuit, implies that the applied pedal force is less than this amount, 
provided that the relationship between pedal movement and pedal force is a 
linear one. However, if the pilot chooses to move the rudder at a lower 
frequency than the damped resonant frequency, he is able, without increasing 
the maximum rate of movement to obtain a bigger smplitude and consequently 
a bigger pedal force, i.e. a force closer to the specified 100 lb. This 
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reduction l~h frequency, vrhxh involves a corresponding increase in anplrtude, 
msy give rxe to a greater fin-and-rudder load than could be obtained wxth the 
assl.mled movement - m much the ssme ~rdnr.cr as In the ease of the manoeuvre 
in&xc& by drrect opsratzon of the rudder (para.8.1). If the msxxmnn rate of 
the powr wit 1s very much lower than the rate u;lplxit il the spccdxd 
manoeuvre, the power unit affects the pedal movement over a consderable rsnge 
of frequencies. In thz rawe, the effect of the power wt ~~11 be assumed 
to be as before, namely that ad the smplltude 1 s ecpal to the antkmetx mean 
of the specxfIed smplltude and the smplltude correspondxng to movement s.t the 
optimum rate of the power unit and the freqency in question (see Fig.22b). 
Tllus the assumkl rate of movomcnt varies vath the frequency of movement. 

B.3 Effect of a power unxt on the response of an axrcraft 

B.3.1 Example chosen __-- 

To illustrate the effects of a poricr unit, on the va~lous response 
qusntdaes, the prevzous example of Table I is exteded to cover the case =xth 
a power urut in cl=ult. The chsrscterxdxs of the unit are as-d to be 
such that Its mexxmzm rate 1s 0.7 of the maxxxmm rate reqmred to perform the 
specified fish-tsil manoeuvre, 1.e. tfle maxzmum attaxnshle frequency of movement 
of the rudder, rrlth the amplitude corresponding to a pedal force of ICO lb, is 
0.7 of the damped natural yaw.ng frequency of the aircraft, or simply, f'= 0.7. 
At low- fiequencxes, below f = 0.7, the pxlot can apply the amplitude of movement 
correspondxng to 100 lb pedal force, and the maxmum indlal rate of movement 
depends on the frequerzy he chooses to use. Above f = 0.7, %xth the influerxe of 
the power wt, the resultant emplxtude of movement depends on the frequency as 
shov*zn In ?kg. 23. 

It 1s felt that the chosen char‘acterlstxs of the power unit represent 
slmost an extreme practical case, mace It IS not expected that the optic 
rate of the urut vnll be much less than 0.7 of that re@red for the execution 
of the fish-tad manoeuvre. If it 1s) it will probably mean that the aircraft 
cannot be msnoeuvred in the most eff'Lclent manner, 

D.3.2 Angle of sldeslip 

Consider now Pig.&. The fill line represents the case 1x-1 which, for the 
range of frequencies consd.ered, the power urLt has no effect on the control 
motion 1.e. the present design conclztrons, at f = 1, csn be met. The Pm are 
expressed m terms of pedal force, ,md am obtained alrectly from F1.g.8. In 
making thx step It is assumed that the pedal force 1s proportional to pe?d 
dx.pls.cement. The dotted curve represents the case m which the power unit 
is added to the circuit. The smplxttie of the rz!lder movement above f = 0.7 
IS reduced accordwg to the relcvsnt curve in Fig.23. The than dotted curve 
has been produced by asslwng that $he rudder movement above f = 0.7 is sinu- 
soda1 but that the maxxnum rate is limited to the msxw rate of the power 
unit, i.e. the fkrst approximation mentioned in para.B.2. In this case the 
smplltude of the movement decreases as the ftiquency is increased such that 
the msxumLll rate remains constant. 

The curves lndlcate that, If the power unxt restrrcts the movement of the 
rudder mch that the design conditions cannot be reached, the maximm~ angle of 
sdeslip obtaxnable is lower than that associated \nththe present desxn 
condltlons. Also, this maximum may occur at a frevency considerably lower 
then the damped resonant frequency of the system. 

B.3.3 Fin-and-rudder load 

A similar set of curves has been produced for the fin-end-rudder load at 
various frequencies, Fig.25. The curves arc very similar to those for the 
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angle of sidesllp. If the assumed effect of the pc~er unit on the pedal 
FIxplacement is accepted. rough quantitative conc+sions may be drawn. In 
the example chosen, it is seen that the maximum load is approximately I&% 
lower than the specified design load.. The maximum occurs when the rudder 
is moved at a frequency approximately equal to the damped resonzat 
frequency. However,'it is likely that in other examples, the critical 
frequency may differ from the damped resonant frequency, 

B.3.4. Rudder hinge moment 

The rudder hinge moment, v?hich may be needed for the determination of 
the strength of components on the rudder side of the power unit, has also 
been calculated (see Fig.26). The effects of a poner unit are similar to 
those found in the other two response quantities. 
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AWENDIX III 

Computntional Charts 

The following charts may be used to calculate the local mexima of the 
fm-and-rudder load rnd rudder hinge moment produced by unit omp1~tud.e of 
sinusoidnl ru&r movement of n chosen frequency (af), and the local maxima 
of the angle of sideslip and fin-and-rudder load per urdt maximum 0 h for 

the same f?xquency of movement. The corresponding &um angle of side- 
slip per unit rudder movement may be obtained from Figs.2, 3 snd 4. If the 
duration of the manoeuvre is 13 cycles of rdder movement, three local 
msxima of each quantity are produced, correspoding to r = 1, 2 and. 1, (for 
I cycle of movement the number of zxiaxima is only two, r = 1 and 2), and for 
the chosen value of f, all three local rrmximn should be computed before 
stating the absolute maximum of the qwdity for the chosen manoeuvre. 
The charts are based on the approximate formulae derived in Appendix I, 
==lY 

1 ‘rn -- 
0 A ‘er 

= (-l)r+’ 
t 

‘jl- sir&$ - .er) + 3, cos(;;, - E$ + a2 co6 X, 
3 

, 

r = I, 2a3 

= iql - CO&~) + b2 sin x -r 

r = 1 

= (-q y+' 
c 

zr sin 'pr Gr - srml 
, 
& + b2 sin yr 

3 

r = 2md3. 

The charts may also be used to celculate the local and absolute maxima 
of the above quantities over a range of rudder movement frequencies thereby 
permitting the determination of the frequencies vrhich produce the greatest 
angle of sideslip and fin-ancl-rudder load per unit rudder movement and 
maximum Ch, and the magx-iitudes of these quantities. In general, the 

critical frequency d.lllie in the range 0.5 6 f c 1.0. 

The numerical values included in the charts illustrate the orders of 
magnitude of the quantities in the various columns etc. 

Data required. 

(see else List of Symbols): 
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b2 
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CWT IIa 

Maxti Rudder Hinge Moment perUrut Amplitude of 
Smusoidal Ruader D~splsmment 
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CHART III 

Naxima of the An@ of Sideslip and the Fin-and-tidder Load 
per Unit i%xmum Rudder Hziwe Moment 
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TABIE I 

Data for example 

2 = 0.664 

'J = 3.775 

x = 
J 

0.175 

$I = 17.64 

??i = 1.257 
J* ' 

B = 2.527 

c = 0.115 

al - = I.39 
a2 

9 = 1.8 

b, =, -0.1 

b2 = -0.3 

bl -= 0;33 
b2 
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FIG.1. EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN THE FREQUENCY OF THE SINUSOIDAL 
RUDDER MOVEMENT ON THE RESPONSE IN ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. 
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FIG. 2. RESPONSE FACTOR = C$p=(-l)r*’ 



FIG. 3. RESPONSE FACTOR 
Qr = (-l)r*’ 

FIG. 4. RESPONSE FACTOR 
Q s (-I) r+’ J,* r B 

6n & 0 

1-r= I 
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FIG. 5 PHASE ANGLE &r, r = 3 
(API? I 5 A3) 
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FIG. 6 PljASE ANGLE E,, r = 2 
(APR I 5 A3) 
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FIG. 8. AN EXAMPLE OF THE EFFECT OF f 

ON THE f?m PER UNIT AMPLITUDE OF 

RUDDER MOVEMENT. DATA - TABLE I. 
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FIG. 7 PHASE ANGLE Er, I= = 1 
(Af’P. I.5 A 3) 
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FIG.9(asb) NOTATION AND SIGN CONVENTION 
USED IN THE DERIVATION OF THE APPROX. 

FORMULAE IN APPENDIX I . 
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FIG. II. AN EXAMPLE OF THE EFFECT 
OF f ON THE Pm PER UNIT AMPLITUDE 
OF RUDDER MOVEMENT. DATA-TABLE I. 
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FIG. 12. AN EXAMPLE OF THE EFFECT 
OF f ON THE CHm PER UNIT AMPLITUDE 

OF RUDDER MOVEMENT. DATA-TABLEL 



FIG;. 13. RESPONSE FACTOR 
QnrJ’ p 

2 6n 0 z Jft=% 

FIG.z”A‘“ES ‘OF t FOR ;;J”ICH 
& 2”d & 3rd LOCAL MAXIMA 6F 

THE RESPONSE IN p ARE NUMERICALLY 
EQUAL. 
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FIG. 15. PHASE ANGLE &r-IJ, r=2 
(APF? 4 AS) 
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FIG: 16. PHASE ANGLE &r-,, ,-, r=3 
@PP. 5 A$ 
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17 , AN EXAMPLE OF THE EFFECT OF f 
ON THE VALUE OF cc REQUIRED TO REACH 

UNIT MAXIMUM Cl, IN THE MANOEUVRE. 
DATA :- TABLE I. 
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FIG. 18. AN EXAMPLE OF THE EFFECT OF f 
ON THE MAXIMUM (INITIAL) RATE OF RUDDER 

MOVEMENT ASSOCIATED WITH UNIT MAXIMUM Ch. 
DATA :-TABLE I. 
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FIG. 20 AN EXAMPLE OF THE 
tT OF f ON THE Pm PER UNIT MAXIMUM 

ch * DATA IN TABLE I. 



FIG. 21. EFFECT OF FREQUENCY ON THE 
MAXIMUM RATE OF MOVEMENT. 



FOR DESIGN MANOEUVRE 

AMPLITUDE ASSOCIATED 
WITH 4PECIFIED PEDAL 
FC?RCE. , 

SINUSOl’bAL~ RUor: 
MOVEMENT FOR 

SINUSOIDAL RUDDER 
MOVEMENT 
MAXlMUM I 

POWER UNIT PRESENT 
i.e SAME FREQUENCY 
AS FOR THE DESIGN 
MANOEUVRE, BUT 
WITH AMPLITUDE 
REDUCED AS 
5HOWN. 

I I I 

I I 
V~‘/I I POWER UNIT, BUT WITH THE 

SAME FREQUENCY AS FOR 
THE DESIGN MANOEUVRE 

I I I I I I I 

TIME 

ATION IT IS 
ASSUMED THAT THE MAXIMUM 
RATE OF THE POWER UNIT 15 
REACHEO WHEN f = 0.7 
1.e. MAKIMUM RATE OF 
POWER UNIT IS 0’ 7 OF 

HE RATE REQUIRED FOR 
HE DESIGN MANOEUVRE. 

TIME 

FIG. 22 (a8 b) ASSUMED EFFECT OF A POWER 
UNIT ON THE RUDDER MOVEMENT WHEN AN 
ATTEMPT IS MADE To EXECUTE THE DESIGN 
MANOEUVRE f = I. AND ON THE MOVEMENT 

AT LOWER FREQUENCIES. 
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AMPLITUDE-EFFECT OF POWER UNIT. ’ -- 
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FIG. 24.EXAMPLE SHOW& EFFECT OF POWER 
UNIT ON THE Pm AT VARIOUS VALUES OF f. 

EXAMPLE DATA IN TABLE I. 



DESIGN POlNT (REJ I) 

.6 .7 I.0 I-I 1.2 

FIG.25 EXAMPLE SHOWING EFFECT OF POWER 
UNIT ON THE P, AT VARIOUS VALUES OF f. 

EXAMPLE DATA IN TABLE I, 

OESIGN 

POWER bNIT ‘&INS TO 

AFFECT THE RUDDER 
MOVEMENT . HERE. 

I \ I 

1 
RUDDER -_--c-- 

l 2 - - I 

r: I 

4’ 
RUDDER AMPLITUDES A5 IN FIG.24. 

I I 
as ~6 *I -0 *S I.0 1’1 I% 
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FIG. 26 EXAMPLE SHOWING EFFECT OF POWER 
UNIT ON THE Chm AT VARIOUS VALUES OF f 

EXAMPLE DATA IN TABLE I. 
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For the me2smem~nt 0; rxcface s~itic pressures, 26 tappings 
were oronded at each c.' -ch- b Pour spam~se szt?;ions (1.2s, 0.5.5, Cl.& 
~xd 0.95s frm~ the \ri,lg root, closel~y spaced nesr the L.E. and T.E. of 
'the r-odel. So.~e st?-cic ~~-e~c.ure ta~>pnq u;ere aleo lncludad xn the 
enti-plate at the wk~ POOP bu; chest were only useful for general 
p.iciEi~zce . Unrortunatel;r, it bias not possible to inco~orate s-catic 
whes in the blo:,w.~ slot :"xills. Tlxe u:;:er lip cl" the Slovin~ slou 
IliiG loca~6d ~17; rhe T.E. of the elliptic section with she leer lip just 
on the ~tnclers~d-face to give a mean slot iildth '~4 
$l.$ ~~r/c = 0.w;; 

or 0.025 m., 
r.he npanwise variation was less than 0.0025 1% 

-. . 2% mzasuremen%s shoved tha?; at zcrc itid-speed -the jet issued at 
all m:,le j1.3" to the chord-lue, with no observable variation spawise 
Or Clia-l;:e riiGh jet ti'Exx aver the qrectical rrn;,e. The internal 
st'mcture of the model is shove ifl Y?+lb. 

The mociel i'rt3 loc~t:d centi-zlly in the N.F.L. Low Turbulence 
~~~cd-'lkxnel (re@sr l&~;Zdeil cuss-section, 7 ft height), so zhat the 
tuwle.: inzerfcrence effecux xere small. 'The general arrangement of the 
model and the exxemai du s:ing ho the Broom-'#tide compressor unit is 
depicted in Fig.18. A sir@: sitot co& traverse gear was eqdoyed. CO 

explore briei'ly cre develoFnc?lt of the Jei. uake (see Eg.lc). The jet 
could be straddled at eny s-prr;rise locntzon and -7t distances downs~~eatl 
Up to three clmras be&xl the T.E; -the axis of the comb could be 
alzgned. alung the local mean direction of the jeT flow. Detailed 
CXl$omtums were not possible, however, ovri,r~~ to shortage of tunnel 
time and l&k of a sur"f5.cie.xI.y clo;ely spaced pitot coab. 

The calikr??;io,, curve given UT ?xg.Fo, of jet reac-clon J 
s~ainst the jet total prcs:ure measured in the bloving duct, was used 
to derive the values of the non-dimensxon~l jet reaction ooefficlent 
CJ (: J&o@). 'The w.r-ve was determined at the N.G.T.E. from 
balLance measurements of ~Lhxwt WITH the ‘mdel et zero inoidenoe and 
rith zero riind-turuel speed, a correction being applaed to allow for 
~112 static pressure disctibu?;ion arisiw, from the flow induced about 
the rode1 by the jot efYl;u:. 

3. P,.nrc of Tests and Rcduc-c~on of Observations 

Xost of the mind tunnel tests mere carried out st a. windspeed 
of 100 rrjsec (B = 0.1 x lOi), when the omilnhle air supply permitted 
c J - w.luos u7 to (2.5 GO be wed. Higher values of C xere obtained 
by recuxxq: the windspeed to 50 Ft/sec (CJ T 2.1) and. 4 o 30 f't/sec 
;:a,', ;.$* 

Obsermtmm -r;ere i'irst mCe wxtn the three-dimensional 
zero iixidence nad CJ - values 11::) to L.8. Twnsition wires 

were located on the i'r~n umer ,md l.ower surEa-es of -the model, a7; 
0.2~ behi??d the L.E as fnr I'orvara as Qcsslble without causing 
inLerference at che'iloccly spaced static holes in the wing nose. 
Siur~lor experiiments mere &en made a-c inczdenoes ranging beween 
-50 and 200 for CJ values up to 2.1, , bothwich and wIthout vansition 
v&-es. I~nles~ othervise si;cii-ed the result:; discussed sn the text alld 
plor;t;d i~-~ the graphs rcrer to Those ob?;:iined with traas1tlon wires. 

'The 1Lrt cocl"i'rLcuxYt CL on i;he Y@ may be regarded es 
comyrix.ng the vertical component CJ sin (8 + a) of the jet reaction 
ct -the nozzle and the vertical 'pressure force' C: 

Thus we write Ip 
amsmg from the 

~irilow over the aerof0j.l surface. 

CL = CJ sin (0 + a) i- CLP j 

CD = -cJ cos (a + a) -1 ccp ; . . ...(I) 

$1 = - 2 CJ c c@ / 

where/ 
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.cThere n is the penendicukxdistanoe fro:) the Foist about which 
IBXlents are ta..en onto the extended centre-line of the jet nozzle. For 
mmen-w about mid-chord, 8s r~uoted for the present zests, n/c n :z sin 0. 
The secGona1 pressure-force coefficlencs were obtamed from the 
nmsured static pressures by chordwise m?;ezration. The overall force 
coeffflcients were them derived by integracio? across the span, a& for 
convenience were based oil the area S of the rectangthr plan-form 
e~cl~dixg xhe zmal! ellF$soidal tipx. %me sxi$ir^:-ing assumpT;row 
had to be made for xhe &ordwse MegraTion of ~;he swtic pressures 
riose to the T.%slnce there were no static pressure holes inside the 
slot thma-c. tizhough the resultI% error in the lift coefi'icients is 
tisl@ficant, thu may 120~ be so for cl-~ pitchul; moment a,?d drag 
coeffxients under all co.ndix~ons. 

The quasi two-dimensiona e>;l)erimen-cs, made xith the 
ell~psorcbl Tip removed and a second end-o?uze added, covered rwdghly 
the sane rar+,es 0Ln CJ and incQtcnce 2s those Tested on the 
three-~meix3mi~~ i model. IT ms firsz checked ?;har. the set-up gave 
sensibly constan loaduy acrzs the span, i.e., nominally 
ti~o-dimensioml flow, for :i I'mi represencazive co.lditi.ons. Then for 
the remainder 0; the ten.:, The sta-cic preswres were recorded only 
a~ the mid-span section a&. the oressure r'orce coeffxients evaluated 
-Lhercfron. 

IL.. 'ikee-Du?ensio.wI I~%xIel Results 

L-.1 I,if% 

The .,~~nkse dutxbutzon of 'pressure Ixi'z' loading u&ced 
'>y 'I.E. blovru~& l,iT;h the vslng at zero mncidence, seems little different 
from That given by si.m>le lifting-lme theory (sae P"ig.3a) or that due 
to wing ilxidence :"lT;hz)uT blow (3ig.3b). 

The total lift 
"si -. 

at zero VU% incidence is plotted agasmst 
C i in Fig&a, bcth ui-ch an A- 

J v~lthout wansition wires and for various 
wmdspeeds . At CJ-values belo;-v unizy, the expcrime@xA results lie 
reasonably close to xhe s-Cra-Lzht line C$, = 1.4 CF, and ax higher 
CJ-value; are sl q$llTl$ ehovc this. The relative magnitudes of the 
jet reac-cux and ;r~sure :orce con-cribxtlops to The total lxft are 
also 3ASxted. Curves of CL againsG CJ5 for other sncidences are 
plotted,in >ig. J,b for the c7--e j;lth -cransizlon ekes; the slope 
dqd.CJF at a prescribed CJ 1s seen to increase I-7ith incidence. The 
@,-values obwined $;zthout w~.~sitioa wires are ILL xost instances not 
more than 0.1 dlf."crent fron those wir;h. 

Lif-i-uxldense curves for a rave of CJ-"lues with transition 
wres are shoT:?Il ix PzL::.>. 1-s C J 1s increased L%DI zero there is no 
.w.~u:'icant loss in scal1l.y: 5:zcuIenca; ac Cj-values above unity there 
is cxcn some ixrease in s-b:lling kcu3ence ;,illch, zhwgh ;7osslbly 
pcculisr to the lw Rcynoids number and particular wing configuration of 
the tests, is at least encoureging. The value of dC+/dct for small 
incidencos rises s~eadi.l;r 3s Cj increases, from O.O35/deg without 
blo,;T t? about O.-i/de2 ai CJ = 2. The incredse 1s roughly p~opoZ+lO~l 
to "j>, and. is made us of contrlbc:io::s iYon both -the Jet reaction an.13 
pressure force co.qmen?;s. :?iTh c, measured in de&:ees, 

dC&. = 0.0175 CJ cos(0 + a) * dQ&u . . ...(2) 

?- C.015 CJ + dx&k for small a . . ...(3) 

The remvzl of -the transizux mues had lit-cle effect on d'ZL/da, 
except for the results vn-chout blorring, when the value became 
extraaixSnari1:~ lx&h. This secsedto be associaxedwth the presence 
of a zhiE 1amiaa.r boundary lzycr right back to zhc "23. at the low 
test Reynoids number combmed \-5th the unusual sloc~ed T.E. shape. 

k.Z/ 
-_----l----___-_-----_-_---_-__---_--- e----m-- 
x T&e tip increased the w5ng area by only about 12;. 
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Fig.6 give3 curves of total pimhing mment about the 
hlf-chord axis plotted a:,afnst the corresponding total ift 
range of vslues of c! 

CL, for a 
an?L ZJ, from the tests with trmsitm,? ?vires. 

Probab?y not more than broad conclusions should be drmn from 
the results, 5~ view of the fm stozic pressure holes m the vxinity of 
+A slot.. It is seen that The mean slope (dC&lC& of the curves 
;'or coritant CJ (a -Jar-d) is about 0.25 at low butJnon-mm values of 
~gsit;~rithat 'Lhe aerodynamic centre 1 's located close to the quarter-chord 

hat the'aerodynamc centre tends to move furthe; aft, sny by about 
As CJ . uxreases, the value 0f (fu+/dC~J~~ decreases so 

o.ac as CJ is raised from 0.2 to unity. 
licro CJ 

The $4 - CL curves for 
are,hmever, sonm&?; unusual itl that the slopes both with 

and Mithout transition mires differed appreciably from 0.25, being 
respectively greater and less. This peculiar behaviour in the absence 
of blowing ms a;pin ;csredi.ted to 'the mconventional T.E. shape avid 
km Reynolds number of the tests. 

A3 c, incrensm mth (71 constant, the nose-down pitching 
moment becomes &eadiQ le:ger r, b ecause ti2c mduced suction forces on 
the wxlg upper su rface are much higher near the T.E. r,wn the LA 
(see later discussion on pres ure distributions). The &or&rise location 
oi'the centre of Tot31 lent is plotted. against x in pig.7, aad in 
Lenerai IIIOVOS rea~ard spproclably as CJ is increased at constant 
incidence or 3s the incidence 1s decreased at constant CJ. 

, 

It will be recslled that the drag is made up of the chordwise 
components of the direct jr,?; reaction and the pmssure forces on the 
ocrofoll surface; t!:c relative mgnitudes of the two contributions are 
indicated in l?f~.8a for the ZCPO incidence case. Thus, sfithout blowing, 
CD includes tho conventions1 .?orm drag of the ~;ng sections and the 
-nduced drag arising from dommash effects, btit excludes the skin- 
friction drag. Eth blo~mg, vre might therefore regard CD as 
coqrcCmg a chordt&:c coqonent - c cos (8 i u) from the direct 
jcc rw2c u~.on, n .ror:~ drrg together VU 11 any recovery of thrust which 4 
mni;zs?.Y itself III the pxssure distribution, axd. on induced drag 
resulting frorl do~nmsh cffccm over the i&p?. Fbr ides1 conditions, 
i.e., ptential flow in the ,nmstream flop and no :Gxing, it can be 
shorn that the direct jet reaction am1 thrust recovery terms taken 
together contribute the amxmt - CJ corresmmiing to tho &roes 
thrum. in our measurement3 the so-called form dmg, induced drag and 
thrust recovery tern are of necessity lumped together as pressure drag. 
Yig.8a shows that the rate of decrease in !D mith C 

i 
is appreciably 

less than the amount Cj cos (0 + a) assoclazed with he direct jet 
seaction. Tiius, because of the low aspect ratios and mall jet angle, 
the combined. form and mduced drag contrzbutions to the pressure drag 
co,nplet;ely outzeigh and msk any negative contribution ar1si.W from 
thrust recovery. 

l?or comparisons vtith the pressure drag associated with more 
conventioml methotis of producing pressure lift on a wmg, l%mely by 
incidence and camber, the value of CDI, for the present jet flap wing 

has/ __________I___--________II____--__-_-_-~-_---_----------------- 
f On a complete tr~~raft with tail this could as least be partially 

trim~d out by the increased dowmash over the tail. 



CQ = 0.013 + O.lL c;q 

while for CJ-values u;l to 2 the value of Cc 
0.013 + 0.16 Qp. Wg.80, giving results for -&h,?;:C~:~~ee:hOWS 
thst up to 11" the trend 1s also much the same. The combined ion and 
vlduced dmgs of a conventional wing of aspect ratx 2.75 producing 
corresponding pressare lifts at the same Reynolds number would not in 
fdct be greatly di;'ferent from the above (see 3 6). 

4.4 General Flow Characteristics and Fressure Distributions 

'-"uft and china clay cbsewatxns were mde to visualise the 
f'lox about the model. ?or Cj-values up to 2.1, 111th she wing at zero 
incidence, no separa:ion was evldent on the upper surface ke to the 
adverse pessuze &rad3ents 3-c the frons,'. As the wing incidence ~jas 
increased a small bubble of separated flow appeered, at the inboard 
Sections first, berg forned by separation of the laminar boundary 
layer close to xhe L.7. :5th subequent reattachment as a turbulent 
boundary laya ahead of the tra;ls;tion wire. l'ijthout blowing, the 
bubble did not elzand a~precicblp chordwise until the incidence 
exceeded 1 O", uftar wllich the ?osition of reattachment moved steadily 
reanTards, api. at the &cosrd sections first. The behaviour with 
blowing operative vas sc.m&xr, but the i:'ing incidence at which the bubble 
began to expand decreased somewhat as CJ was increased. 

Some representative orescure distributions with the wing at 
zero incidence and irsnsition ~vires on are sho\n? in Figs.ga and 9b for 
the chordkse sections at y/s = 0.20 and y/s = 0.95, and selected 
%-%-;gs;w~b;;l;n 1‘6 =- *n seen thet they are simlar in shape to the 

s on the ,-win part of a wing when a T.E. flap is 
deflected. In order to obtain some idea of the variation in pressure 
diswibution with incidence as well as CJ, the values of the peak 
suctions occurring near the L.E. and. T.E. of the tvc chordwise sections 
Ilsve been plotted against c.ncxdence for GJ-values ranging up to 2.1 
(see Pig.?O). As the incide;xe i,xreases at constant CJ the peak 
suction 01 the nose grows zore rapidly at the mnboard tinan the outboard 
section, so flew separatxon may be expected earlier inboard which agrees 
viith the deduction from flew visualisation experiments. Furthermore, 
although the oeak suction near the T.3. of the outboard section grows with 
increasing incidence, the-t at the T.5. of the inboard section varies 
little at first and eventually diminishes. As CJ increases at constant 
incidence, the T.E. peak suctions 
the L.E., 

grow much more rapidly tnan those near 
partly because the latter are much reduced by downwash effects. 

Some t~:el head vaverses of the jet 'iore carried out at 
various distadaces dowestrea~~ of the T.E. and at a few spanwise Iocatio?%s, 
but unfortunately the tests had to be severely limited. Mg.lla shows 
the mean l;ne of the jet (locus of maximum total head) and also the 
distributxz, of the total head in the wake dox~nstream of the mid-s_oan 
station (6 in. fro the root), for the wing at zero incidence with 
CJ = 0.5. It is seen that the width of the v;zke increases rapidly 
near the slot exit, being about 1 in.at s quarter-chord behind the 
T.E., by v&ich time the inclination of the mean-line to the chord has 
fallen to about 15". Zig.llb compares a few messure3ments of the mean-line 
of the jet dowstream of the mid-span station xith those further outboard. 
Spavise varic-ams are clearly evident further outboard than IO in.from 
the root, i.e., beyond about 83," span. 

5./ 

T----- 
--_-- ---_ ------_.-- -----.- - .._. - -.------ ---------em 

In the absence of transition wires, laminar flov~ seemed to persist right 
back to the 'I.E. 
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5. &osi 'D;,o-Rimensional f!kdel Results 

'ihe pressure force coeffkcients were derived from static 
pressure measurements at we n&.-span seotionqnly, since the lift 
1onaulg :ms sene~bly const~~nt across the spsn . The curves of total 
lift, pi-ccl.mng momeln and drag for the quasi txo-dimensional model 
(arCective rspec?: ra:zo il 6.8) arc generally similar in character 
to those already discussed for the three-d~mensionsl model. 

At CJ-values below unity, the results for the towZl lift 
CL UT zero incdence both wli;h and wxthou?; trsnsltipn Trires, lie 
reasonably close to the straight line C 
C~values are slightly sbovc this (see &g.T2aj:7 EiCvEaoit F*~ainst 
"Jz for oxher i%idCnces derived from tests with transition w&es are 
plotted ir lTlg.lFb. Lift-i&idenCe owes for a -ge of CJ-valuea ax 
3150 shown in iFig.13, tlx value of d.C&& at small inoidenoes rising 
steadily from zb071z 0.07~jdo~ :ilthout blow to O.l5/deg at CJ = 2. 

The total p~cchmc; moment $x about the half-chord axis is 
plotted a~;am% CL for 3 range of CJ zn Fxg.14. At 1~ CJ the 
aerodynexdc centre is l.ocs%ed close to the quar?;er-chord position and 
moves rear%-d abo*u~ 0.06~ ns CJ increases from 0.2 to unity. The 
chordmse location of the centre of total lift also moves rearward in 
geneml 2s CJ incremcs with c con.&snt, or es s decreases at 
constant CJ (see FL'lg.15). 

The total drag'ooefficient $ is plotted against CJ in 
I"ig.lt;a for a rage of irxn~ences. It is immediately evident that the 
rate 'of S.ecrease of CD Ttith CJ at eero incidence is less than 
CJ C"S 8, so that the increcse in pressure drag due to xhe so-called 
fom and induced drag components again outweighs a~ decrease from the 
thrust recovery term. The values of the pressure drag, with the wing 
a-i. zero 2ncidence rnd with ;ront transition )+5res, satisfy fairly well 
tl-.e relation 

cup = 0.015 + 0.068 Ca 
LP 

for CJ valutis u- to 2 (see Fig.16b). This relation also holds with 
the wiq, at higher incidences, up to at least 6.5O (see fig.l6c), and 
1s not :ii'r different fro I thaT for the oombined induced and form drags 
of a conventicnel xing of aspect ratio 6.8 giving the same pressure 
lift (see 5 '5 ). 

%me rF;?resento-cxve preswre distributions for the mitt-span 
sectmn >rit' the wrq I-G zero wcidence and transition wires on are 
Liven in I~~;;.17 for a rnn;;c of CJ-values. As the incidence increases 
et COnStmt CJ, the ]peak suction near the T.E. varies little at first 
but eventually d5mixis~(~ee 3.g.18); the value at moderate ulcidences 
is little differe,lt from shot measured for the inboar sections of the 
three-dimensional model (c.f. F1g.10). The peak suction at the nose of 
course increases with mncidence, unzll s certain maxirmun value 935) 
is rerched. i%r any prescrabed incidence below that corresponding o this 
nlex5.m.m value, the pea!: suction in general exceeds that measured on the 
three-dimensional model. The ,,laxim is reached at a lower incidence, as 
would be expecTed because of the smaller downwash effects, but its value 
3.s not vastly different. 

The mean line of the jet and the distribution of total head 
in the wake downstream of the T.E. are plotted in Fig.19 for the wing at 
zero incxlcnce with CJ-velues of 0.18 and 0.5. 

6./ 
-_---_---_--_---------_----_-----1-1--1----------^- 

%nis was nlso checked for us theoretically by Miss Weber of the R.A.E., 
Farnborough. 



(b) I'rezswe D)rsg (Figs.6 and 16) - nor zero incidence and 
cJ <', the results ?or the aspect rstr~o 2.75 and 6.8 wings satisfy 
at:poszmately the relations 

%I? = 0.013 -i- 0.11. CLp and cnp = 0.015 + 0.068 &p 

*1.e., with the lu?c prdxcd by incidence or camber. 
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(b) th- L &m~~~sh is &eneraced only by the pressure lift. 

The generrl co?s,er;sus 0: opinion held at oresent supports the first 
poLb.lictc thr t ke prcsaxre iift only is offect;edi since there seems 
little reason for the &zmx~~sl; to hwe other than small effects on the 
Jet reazrio.1. Ib~ever, .IZ TO-ec'erence to the second, it is generally 
considered7 that the do';nva~h results from the reaction of' the total lift 
on the mamstrea.?. On this basis, the effective downwash angle at the 
wing is by sonverrx.ona 1 argwxnt s 4 = C~x4e and the corrcs~onding 
induced drag contributmn to the pressure drag is cL,p Q,/KAe, where 
e represents an efL'iciency factor which would be unity for a wing at 
incidence ~nthoout blov;;~~~ and. with ellipt5.c loading. The measured 
CDp VaiUe.5 are plOtted agaXIst CLp CI, in Fi&s.8d and 16d respectively 
fop the aspect ratio 2.75 2nd 6.8 xings at zero incidence. It is seen 
at, 5s CJ increases, tiie efficienq iactor e satisfying a relation 
of the tpe 

1”s L’ar zs asgecz ratio corrections for lift are concerned 
i C can likc~ xe : ,e aqued that the let nroduces effectively a oha%e 
2~ the section:1 -lo-l-Lt: angle, that the pressure lift only is affected 
!‘j- &SL'rXlzsh, but xhnt the latter should aga,n be based on the total 
ll.fc. ls,i:-?!e i'crmulae zre then readily obtainable for the pressure lift 
and the slope of the ;mes:,wc lifj-incidence c-e in terms of the 
correspm~mL tx04w4ensic'zG values for the same CJ, but these again 
i~ivolve the prodwx Ae, i.e., the effective aspect ratLO* 

6.3 I1U-ntlwr ~~orlc Proposed 

Althoush solv at-~eqts have been made to analyse the present 
expcruwhl &tc in terns of ~!ie above and other osguments, the 
eqer1 ents -:'ex nat suLkcient.1:: comprehensive to pelxit a. careful 
rcso3.us~on& fdxia5s-rml cmsiderotmns on aspect ratio effects. For 

this reason, further experiment; 9 are proposed on a larger scale model 
mith Tw5.abl.e aqect ratio and jet an&e It 1s intended to determine 
the forces bybzknce a:: :~ell as pressure-plottm;; measurements, and to 
make a detaxled study of the nature of the three-dLnensiona.1 flow. 

Re ferd 
I 

+It can also be argued that the total lift should be used throughout to 
derive the induced drag 
cDp = const + (C$?As 3. 

giving a formula of the type 
DetaIled theoretical studies are being 

oarrled out at the R.A.E., Farnborough, to clarify these points. 
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jez coefl'icient = J/??poL@ 

sca~ic ~ress~~re coefflciem = (P - PoEPoU, 

minstrsam static Pressure, density, and velocity 

mamstream Reynolds number based on wing chord 

spsn of x;inZ (excludmg small ellrpsoldal tip) 

area of wing (excluding small ellipsoidal tip) 

vid-ch of blowing slot 

chordwise distance 

jet deflection angle relative to wing chord-lme 
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Arrangement of jet fiap model and external ducking 
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RQYALAIRCRhFTEQABLISHMENT 

Turbulence encountered by Viking 
arcraft over Europe 

J. R. Heath-Smth,,B.Sc.(Eng) 

Accelerations zn turbulence were recorded on B.E.A. Vikmg 
aircraft for 117,000 mles of flymg over European routes durmg three 
years. 

The records show that the number of gusts decreases from sea 
level to 8000 feet. There J.S some evidence below 5000 feet that 
turbulence is greatest in Sprmg and least in Autumn. 

Average gust frequencies durmg club and descent were twice 
those during cruise below 8000 feet p.nd this is attributed to the 
pllot's dlscretxon in the choxce of cruising altitude. 
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1 Introduction 

From November 1951 to November 1954 a Counting Accelerometer was 
carrred m a Viking aircraft of Bratlsh European Airways, which was 
operated on normal passenger ser-vYLce over Europe. The records obtaxwd 
represent 117,000 mlcs of' fhpht belw 10,000 feet. 

The data are examined'to deteranne the variation in turbulence 
with altitude and with season. 

2 Description of Equxnent and Flyinp, - 

2.1 Instrument and installation -. 

The Counting Accelerometer' responds to the accelerations mmposed 
on It alon~~ one axw and records the number of times each of a series of 
acceleratan levels has been exceeded. Successive counters represent 
levels at antervals of O.lg and readings are given for a range of 1.2g 
to 2.9g for upward accelerations and from 0.8g to -0.9s for downward 
accelerations. The above values are nominal and have been corrected in 
this report except where it 1s stated othervase. An altimeter, awspeed 
indicator and *spring-driven clock are grouped around the counter dial 
and the whole assembly is photographed at regular intervals of approx- 
imate1y 'io minutes. 

The Countang Accelerometer was rigxlly attached to the airframe in 
the forward luggage comp~rtmsnt about three feet ahcad of the centre of 
gmvlty of the aircraft and an such an attitude that vertical accelera- 
tlons were measured when the aIrcraft was in cruising flight. 

2.2 The flyang covered by the records 

The records were obtained between Piovember 1951 and November 1954 
on 350 flights covering 117,000 miles of operational flying on European 
routes based on London. The distribution of recording time between 
months of the year is shown an Fig I.. 'The instrument was carried at 
different times in Viking zrcraft G-AIVH and G-AMGI. 

3 _Variation in turbulence with altitude 

The recording antervals are of average duration 10.5 mmutes and. 
contain the total counts of acceleration during thus interval and the 
speed and height of the aircraft at the end of this interval. Appendix I 
describes varx~us corrections w:~ch are made to these readings and the 
method of translating the accelerations into gust speeds. 

Table I is a summary of the time spent at each speed and altitude 
during climb, cruise and descent. Table II is a summary of the counts 
of acceleration grouped according to speed, veaght and altitude. 
Table III is an estamate of the gust speeds encountered in each altitude 
band during climb, oruse and descent. hs the clvnb anddcscent gust 
frequencs.es are slrmlar they are s'hown separately and combined. 

Fig 2 shows the :>ust frequencies in each altitude band for cruase 
md for climb and descent. Fq 3 shows directly the variation with 
altitude of the frequency of gusts greater than 10, 15 and 20 ft/sec for 
cruise and for climb end descent, The form of these curves and the 
difference between cruise and ccmblned climb and descent suggests that 
the operating conci~tlons and flight plan of the Vlklng lnf'luenced the 
recorded gust frequencies. 
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There is evidence in the records from Comet aircraft4 that gust 
frequency decreases exponentially with altitude up to about 25,000 ft. 
This result is practically free from selective rccordi~ as the aircraft 
climbed and descended through this range to a strictly observed flight 
plan. It IS assumed therefore that yearly average turbulence over Europe 
decreases exponentially with altitude within the altitude range of the 
Viking and this turbulence is referred to hereafter as atmospheric 
turbulence to distinguish it from recorded turbulence. As the Comet 
spectrum refers to world-wide routes It is not used directly for cornpa- 
rlson with the Vxking recorded turbulence. 

There are two ways in which recorded turbulence as influenced by the 
pilot of the aircraft. Under nearly all conditions of flight the pilot 
takes sideways avoIding action to some extent when faced with bad weather 
and for this reason recorded turbulence will be less than atmospheric 
turbulence at all altitudes. In addition the average flight plan in 
Table I suggests that the pllot was allowed considerable discretion in the 
c:hoice of cruxins altitude, as trie aircraft cnused over a wide range of 
altitude being limited to 10,000 feet as.the cabin was unpressurised. 
The pilot's choice would be influenced to a @-eat extent by weather 
conditions; the general-result would be the selection of lorv altitudes 
during calm weather and ol hi* altitudes during rough weather. 

It follows that the Lust frequencies recorded during cruise would be 
less than the atmospheric average at the lowest altitudes and greater than 
the atmospheric average at the highest altitudes, because flight at the 
highest altitudes would be made only when the weather was rough and flight 
at the lowest altitudes would be made only during calm weather. S1mllarly 
gust frequencies recorded during climb and descent would be the atmospheric 
average near sea level and progressively greater than atmospheric average 
with increasing altitude because t'ne climb to the hxghest altitudes would 
be made only in rough weather. 

In fact, these effects can be seen in Fit 3 m the curvature and 
relative position of the cruise cur-qe and climb and descent curve. In the 
lowest altitude band the same degree of turbulence was recorded in descent 
and cruise from which It is deduced that altitudes below about 2000 feet 
were maintained only for landing &pipproaches and circuits. 

It has been assumed that atmospheric gust frequency can be represented 
by a stral[?ht line in Fig 3, and its position can be estimated by continuing 
the lav altitude portion of the clxmb and descent curve as a straight line, 
shown as a broken line in Fig.3 for gusts greater than IO ft/sec. This 
line UiterCepts the cruise curve in the region of minimum recorded gust 
frequency whxh also corresponds approximately with the moot usual cruising 
a1t1tuae. 

4 Seasonal variation of turbulence 

The records best suited to a study of seasonal variation of 
turbulence are those made at low al-iitude during clxnb and descent as they 
are representative of all weather conditions. 

A's~~amw.y of' the 10 ft/sec gust counts and mileages in each month 
for the altitude range 1500 to 5500 feet are given in Table IV. The 
turbulence for each month is expressed as the ratio of the average number 
of g.usts per rmle in that month to the average nun:ber of gusts per mile 
durmg the year. The yearly average 1.6 the weighted mean of the monthly 
averages. Turbulence ratio is plotted against month in Fig l+ and 
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oonfidence liauts are shown for each point within which there is 9% 
probability tnat the true average lies. In the estimation of these 
hunts allowance 1s mde for the tendency for gusts to be concentrated 
1x2 reglod . The degree of concentration i s estimated by comparing the 
average number of gusts in a recording interval with the proportion of 
intervals containing gusts greater than 10 ft/sec. This information is 
included in Table TV. 

The oonfidcnce limits in Fig !+,suggest tnat the monthly sample size 
is too small for accurate assessment of the variation of turbulence 
between months but there is some indication that turbulence is greatest 
In Zprlng and least in Autumn. To asbess the variation quantitatively 
two hypotheses are now examined Ixing the ~2 test for goodness of fit. 

The first hypothesis is that all the observed variation is sampling 
error and that averago monthly turbulence is constant. The result of 
this test is a probability of IQ% (::2 = 17, 11 degrees of freedom). 

For the second hypothesis, visual inspection suggests a sinusoidal 
variation of goodness with a period of one year. If a sine curve is 
based on the mean annual turbulence with amplitude and phase adjusted to 
make x2 a minimum, the result IS a probability of 1% (x2 = 13, 9 degrees 
of freedom). 

It appears that neither fit is good but the sine variation IS 
nevertheless morz probabla than no variation on the present evidence. 
On the basis of the fitted sine curve the extreme variation,in monthly 
turbulence is about 3 to 1. 

5 Conclusions 

There IS a continuous decrease in gust frequency with increasing 
altitude from sea level to 8000 feet. 

As a result of the pilot's choice of flight path with regard to 
weather cond~txons the average gust frequencies during climb and descent 
were J wxe as groat as *Vera&c eust froquencws during cruise, at 
altitudes belo;v 8000 feet. 

There is some evidence that turbulence below 5000 feet is greatest 
in Spring and least in Autumn and that the extreme monthly variation 
during the yea-r 1s of the order of 3 to 1. 
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APPENDIX I 

Descrlptlon of accelcratlon data and gust analgsls 

The data consist of a series of consecutive records of average 
duration 10.5 mnutes, contalmng 'cne number of tunes each acceleration 
level was exceeded and the speed and altitude of the aircraft at the 
end of the mterval. The speed 1s expressed to the ncarest IO knots 
I.A.S. and the altxtude to the nearest 1000 feet above sea level. 

Those records whxh may contam the effects of ground loads are 
discarded mth the result that, on average, the first and last 5.25 
minutes of each flight are not mcluded in the analysu. 

Those records m which the altitude change 1s greater than 1 unit 
(nominally 1000 feet) are classlflod as "clunb" or "descent" and the 
altitude readrrng 1s corrected n%th due regard to the probable varlatlon 
of gust frcquoncy wrth altitude. The remalnlng records are clasclfled 
as "Cruise". \Vhen the speed change during an Interval 1s greater than 
1 urnt (normnally IO knots) the wean speed 1s taken. 

T'ne records are sorted Into the following altxtude bands: O-1500 
feet, 1500-3500 feet, 3500-5500 feet, 5500-7505 feet, 7500-9500 feet-and 
9500-11500 feet. 

The counts of acceleration arc grouped and sununarxed according to 
the Pllght'condltlon, altitude and speed of the auxraft. 

Mea carcraft weights of32,1,.00 lb, 31,750 lb and 31,100 lb are 
calculated for tnc club, crt,lse and descent from the take-off and 
landing wclgnts known for each flight. 

Accelerations are translated into gust speeds by the fornnlla: 

u equvalent vertical gust speed 

An normal acceleration 3noreirent in g units 

w wl.ng loading 

F gust allevlatlon factor" 

PO au- densIt?; at sea level (I.C.A.O.) 

a slope of the llf't curve (low speed) 

v lndxated airspeed 

By graphical interpolation the count s arc referred to gust speeds 
of IO, 15, 20, ,D",. ft/sec and a gust speed distrlbutlon 1s obtaIned 
for each altztudc band and flight condltlon. The maleage flcwn xn 
each band is estuuxted and the &gust dxtrlbutlons are obtained =n terms 
of the averago distance botwecn gusts exceeding given mm@utudes. 

* The gust is assured to lnorease linearly to 1% maxunum value in a 
horuontal duYcance ol‘ 100 feet. The alleviating factor 1s calculated 
as a function of the IIXZ.S parameter pg = 2w/g p 5 a where p 1s air 
dcnslty and E is the mean aerodynrmc chord. Allowance 1s made for the 

.cffeot of aspect rail0 on the rate of growth of' lift. Coqresslblllty 
effects arc ne@ected. 
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TABLE Iv 

Relative turbulence each month recorded Turin --- 
climb and descent 

No. of 
iTo. of Reconiing x0. of gusts 

intervals !&stance exceeamg 35&s Turbulence Rat10 

Month IV32Odl~ with gust in Statute 10 ft/'sec Per Yearly mles/,Ewst 
intervals >I0 ft/sec miles (up + &m) @=t Monthly m&s/gust 

1 14 4. 437 66 6.57 1.2 

; 33 28 13 13 1023 867 208 81 10.7 4.92 A:;6 

i % 33 4' 

;; 3: 11 

1 2450 603 @a . 402 121 240 4.98 7.00 6.10 1.7 1.2 1.3 

l 

;; 

2322 931 236 97 ;::A. 0.62 o.a5 
9 22 1023 ?88 1.5 

IO 9 II!30 32 3z:y 0.22 
II 36 II 1117 ;; 15.3 0.53 
12 29 6 899 29.0 0.28 . 

Totals 468 206 14,53c 1775 Average 
3.13 



TOTAL RECORDING 
TIME 732 HOLIRS. 
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FIG I. MONTHLY DISTRIBUTION OF 
RECORDi’D FLYING TIME 
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Supports for Vibration Isolation 
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Ti. G. hiolyneux 

Spr5ng arrarqements ere described that provide flexible supports of 
very low stiffness for a limited range of movement. They are suitable as 
suppoTts for vibration isolation provided the levels of vibration are not 
too large. 

Some particular application3 of tie erra.ngem3nts for vibration isola- 
tion and in other fields are discussed. 
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I Introduction 

The problem of vibration isolation arises in all fields of engineering 
where rotating or vibrat% machinery is used. Unbalsnced forces in the 
machineq pcduce unwanted *rations 5n the surroudjng structure ad the 
problem is either to isolate the mad-dnery from the structure or, Lt' this is 
5mpracticable, to isolate components mounted on the slruoture from the 
structural vibrations. 

The usual practice in vibration isolation is to mount the mmpcnent to 
be isolated on flexible supports so that the rigid bdy frequemies of the 
component on the supports are very low by comparison with the frequem of 
the troublesome vibraticnsla2. In this cdr~stanoe the level of vibraticn 
transmitted through the suwrts is a f'unction of the ratio of the rigid body 
frequencies to the dbration frequenoy3. Obviously the ideal requirement 
for such supports is that they should provide zero rigid body frequencies, 
i.e. their stiffness .&odd be zero. 

One support satisfying this ideal requtiement is tie sine s@.r&, 
which provides a pure zero stiffness for a considerable r-e of mvemant. 
Hcwever, the latter feature can be en edarrassment since it 3mplies that 
any slight chenge In the effective mass of the supmted component lea&s to 
large excmsions of the component on its supports, with no restoring foroe 
to return it to the datum positioh R&her, the sine swing is not well 
suited for supmting very large lcds, 

In principle it is adequate for vibration isolation ti the support pc- 
vides zero stiffness over a greater range of movement t&an the snplitude 
level of the trcublesm vibration. Such levels are generally of the order 
of hundredths of sn inoh. 

In what follows a swing arrangemgnt with a non-linear stiffness 
charaoteristic is describe$that provides zerc, cr very small stif'tiss for 
a limited range of movement. Though the stiffness chsracteristios of the 
arrangement are non-linear the ccmpcnents used are conventional linear 
Spdt-LgS. Scme applications of the arrangement to vibration isolation and in 
other fields are discussed. 

2 Spring arrawements 

2.1 Inclined springs 

Consider ftibt the spring arrangement shown in Fi.g.1. Here tiere are 
two inclined Comp??ession s@ngs AE and AC eaoh of stiffness k freely 
hinged at A, B and C to form a triangle of base BC = a snd vertex A. 
tit th-- unstressed spring lengths AB, AC equal 4, dlere 

Now suppose a load W is applied at A sc that A mves to At, the 
springs AES, AC being cornFessed., takjng up an tilinaticn @. The lcca- 
tion of A' ontheline AAl is defined by 

x = pne. w 

3 Then the expressions for the load W sn3 the stiffness ~ along the sxis 
AA' are: 

* Patent applications 10722/56 and 2k26a/fj6. 
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W 
s= l set cl, - set 8) s3.n e 

I m 
-z*Tis 

= z(1 - set a c*s3e) . 

(3) 

(4) 

sx A negative value for ~ corresponds to positive stiffness, for x 
decreases as W increases. 

It is apparent from equation (4) that the stiffness along at is 
zero when 

, 
cos e 22 co2 a (5) 

and there is a maximum in the loe.+displacement curve for this wrdition. 

Cos a aefines the ratio of the ultimate compressed length of the 
springs to the unstressed length. In Fig.2 the load ad stiffness fYu-&ions 
(equations (3) and. (&)) are plotted for various values of R. 

It is appsrent that this spring srrangement can provids sero stiffness, 
but it has little practical value as a support for vibration isotition, 
sinoe the ooditions for sero stiffness result 5n unstable squilibrium of 
the system. Aw slight inorease in load. beyond the optimum value 1ed.s to 
a negative sti.fYness condition, and, A then moves rapidly to the oppsite 
side of the datum BC, ulthtely comjng to rest when the extension in AB 
and AC balances the applied lea& 

It is apparent that it is not sufficient merely to satisfy the adi- 
tion that the support stiffness must be zero; a stability requirement must 
also be satisfied.. The stsbility requirement is satisfied if thfi suppart 
~ovides sero stiffness for soms optimum load, and positiw stiffness if 
the load is increased or decreased from this optimum value, i.e. the zero 
stiffness pdntnwtbe a mjniwm for the stiffness-displacement curve. 
This requtiement f&so has the effect of limiting excursions of the load. on 
the support sinoe in any such excursion there will be a restoring fores to 
retorn the load to the sero stiffness condition. 

From a fwdher differentiation of equation (4.) we have 

5 a% 
k 'ii2 = 

- 12 set ti 00~~6 sin Cl 

which indicates that the stiffness is a minimum when e is zero (as oan be 
seen f?ram Fig.2b). 

This minimum provides sero (rather than negative) stiffnsss only when 
a is also sero (equation (5)), i.e. when the unstressed spring length 4 
equals 2 , the springs then lyingslong the datum EC. From equation (3) 
this requires that there is zero applied load, so that the arrsngement is 
useless as a load carrying flexible support. 

2.2 Inclined sprin,w an6 axial spring 

Now consider the effect of adding a tither spring IX% of stiffness 
qk along the axis AAt (iXg.1). Prior TV coupljng E to A let E be 
at a distance s from the datum BU. 
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Viith 73 coupled to A the expressions for load and stiffness along 
the axis MI are 

I m -z.z = 2 l l- set a cos3e) + q 

an& from a further differentiation of equation (8) we have 

From equations (8) and (9) the stiffness has a minimum value of sero 
when 0 is zero and when 

and for these oontitions th&e is a point of Mlexion in the load dis- 
placement curve, the optti 10~3. being given frcm equation (7) as 

It is apparent from equations (I) and (IO) that the ratio q of the 
axial spring stiffness to that of an inclined sping is determined solely 
by the ratio of the unstzessed length to the ultiuate compressed length of 
the inclined springs. Further, from equation (II), the opt- load is 
stiply the load required to extend the axial spring to the dab EC, and 
the optimum load for the support can therefore be varied simply by mova 
the anchorage D of the axial spring so as to vary s. 

In Fig.3 the load funotion of equstion (7) is plotted against 0 and 
tan e for two different initial conditions for the inclined springs 
(a = 300 and a = 600), In both oases the value of s for the axial spring 
is t& 

2. The point of inflexion when 8 is zero oan be seen. Also plotted 
against tsn e 3.53 the corresponding load function for the axial spriW3 
alone, snd it oan be seen that for values of f3 between a snd zero the 
combtied system oarries more load than the axial spring alone, and between 
zero and -a it oarries less load. 

The stiffness function for the two conditions is plotted 5n Z%@t, 
together witb the GWZ-W for the axial springs alcrze. The stiffness of the 
ambined system is less than that of the appropriate axial spring for sn 
appreciable range of tan e, and in psrticular has a minimum zero stiffness 
when e is zero. 

The significant parameter for vibration tidattin is the support fre- 
quenay, and accoraingly the frequenq function for the support is plotted in 
Fig.5 This function is ths sqye root of the ratio of stiffness function 

2. 
!2 

to load function, i.e. i. $$ . 
c ) 
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in Fig.& A linkage srm AB is clamped to the torsion metier snd has com- 
pression spdngs AC, BD of stiffkess k and unstressed length .4 at its 
W-LdS. Following a similar procedure to that for the axial load system it 
an be shown that the torsional stiffness of th6 loaded shaft is a minimum 
when the shsft is twisted so that BAC are in line. The springs sre then 
unaer nmximum aompression with a compressed length of $. The stiffness 
minixaun is zero (rather than negative or positive) when 

where the torsional stiffness of the shaft is defined as qkb2. 

This equation is identical in form with equation (10) sinae 

Further the torsion load T in the shaft when *he stiffness is zero 
is given by 

T = q kb2$ (141 

which, for a given sizing system &per& only on the init%ilengle $ d 
the shaft when unstressed. This equation may be aomprea with equation (11) 
of the axial load system. 

3 Some appl%cations to vibration isolation 

A few speaial applications of the linear snd torsional systems to vibra- 
tion isolation are considered. Fig.9 shows their application to rosa vehicle 
suspension systems. Coil spring, csntilever spring and torsionbw suspen- 
sions are all in ourrent use, but by the addition of sn indinea spring the 
stiffness of the suspension can be markedly reduoea, without inoreasing the 
defleation. By reduoing suspension stiffness a greater degree of isolation 
of the body from rosa shoaks is obtained. 

Fig.lOa shows how the stiffness of a asntilever bucket seat can be 
reduaea, isolating the occupant from vibration end shocks sna pr0%5ding 

greater comfort. Such seats are in common use on agriculturalnmch5nery. 
Applications for other types of sprung seat csn be visualised. 

Fig.lOb shows the suspension for a siesmic ty-pe of vibration trsnsauaer. 
This prodies very small stiffness for a lzhnitd rsnge of movement, which is 
a necessary requirement for irstruments of this type, 

4 Other applications 

Applications of these spring arrangements in fielcls other then vibration 
isolation can be visualise& Three such applications are shown in Ng.11. 

J?ig.lla shows a me&an&ad tension meter, that provides a sensitive 
in&cation of small variations in tension about some predetezmined, level. 
It couldbe used, for exsmple, as a weighing device to detect small varia- 
tions in weight of nominally identiaal objects. 

Fig.llb shows a non-Uncar torque meter, that aould be usea as the indi- 
cator in a variety of instruments. This provides a sensitive indication of 
torque variations about some predetermined level. 
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Fig.llo shwfs a torque regulator, providing a sensitive m-s of 
detecting wriatlons in ths torque transmitted by a rotating snaft. It 
could be use3 in conjuncdon with sn automatic gear cl-L%qLng device. 

5 Conclusions 

Z?e 5nclined. spring arrangements wnicn nave been descrlbed are capable 
of providing low stiffness for a limit& range of movement. They can, v&t& 
advantage, be used ss support spr%ngs in tibration isolazim mect?anisms 
provided tne levels of vibration sre not Tao great. snd for mcderate levels 
of applied acceleration. In sircraft applications tne applied acceleration 
aspect is an importsnt cme, because of the accelerations encountered 
&d.ng manoeuvres. The 5nclined spring wrangement is, howsver, no worse 
off in catering for tnis ease timn tne conventional. type of spring mounting 
and has the advantage of providing improvd isolation under normsl 
conditicms. 

There are many other possible applications for s&ng arrsngements 
based on tnis principle. Some uf these are described in the paper. 
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Law Speed Wind Tunnel Tests on Perforated Squsm 
Flat Plates Normalto the Airstream: 

Drsg and Veloaity l?luatuation Measurements 

The effeots of perforations upon the drag, snd veloaity fluatuations 
downstream, of squsre plate? normal to the airstresm srs desaribed. 

It is show that perforations csn havs a powerful effeat upon the level 
of veloaity fluatuations, ps2ticularly the low-frequsncy co~nents, With 
only a aoupszatively sx&U reduotion in drag coeffiaient. 

It is also shown th2t perforating the osntral region only of a squsre 
plate is as effeotivs in reduaing velooity fluotmtions as perforsting the 
whole plate while giving a slightly higher tiag ooeffiaient than the latter. 
On the other hand, perforations near the periphery only are less effeative. 
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1 Introduotion 

The work desortied in the present note ia a wntinuation of the investi- 
gations into the behaviour of flat plates at high inoidences, tith psrtioular 
referenoe to their use as a3r brskes. 

Previous -k1n2 dealt with the effeot of incidence and the shape and 
aspect ratio of solid (i.e. unperforated) plates. 

At inaidenoes of the oHer of 50° and above, the flow round a solid 
plate SeNatea at the whole of the peri@ery of the plate and a bubble is 
famed behind the plate. This type offlowis usuallyassooiatedwithvelo- 
oity fluctuations having large low-frequew components, which may cause 
vibration troubles in any installation of such a plate as sn ajr brake. 

The present work is an investigati.on tito the effect of wrforations on 
the drag and velocity fluotuations with this type of flow. PerforatLxs 
admit air into the bubble and tend to reduc8 the general level of velooity 
fluctuations, 

The work is limited to isolated square plates normal to the airstr8am. 
The present of a body adjacent to ens edge of the plate, as in an air brake 
installaticm, is not wnsidered lik8ly to hav8 a major effeot upon the 
f inaings3. 

2 Des6riDtion of Tests 

The expertients were made in the l+ ft x 3 ft tunnel at a spti of 
140 ft/sec. The amatus and technique used have been fully described in 
referenoe 2. 

Details of the 5U x 5H squsre plates tested are given in Table I an3 
Fig.1. The main series of plates (Nos.1 to 5) have 80 holes based on a 
squsre mesh of 0.5V pitch. In order to obtain the large psrforation Wea of 
plate 6 it was necesssry to use a roughly hexagonal mesh with 92 holes, Plate 
4a ms made in order to tsst the effect of 3ndividual hole Wea as agsinst 
total hole area. 

The numbering of the plates corresponds approximately to the* free area 
ratio, e.g. plate No.1 has approximately IGfi, plate No.2 2C$, etc. 

The psrforati4nB were shsrp-edged in KU. cases. 

Tests wsre made with plate No.& ti find the effeot of perforating only 
Prt of the surface. For this purpose, successive rows of holes wsre bloakd 
Up, WoIking fmm the wntm OUW and then from th8 edge inwards. 

The exp8riments oonsist8d of:- 

(i) Drag measuremsnts, using a capac&ty-type drag balanoe. 

(ii) Measurements of bngitu&inal velooity fluctuations in a plane 18" 
behind the plats, using ahot-wire pla~ednormaltothe airstream 
and radial lx the axis of the plate. The distance of 18" was 
chosen to be olear of ths bubble. 

R.&S. velodty fluctuations were measured at points along a radial Line 
PuYiLlel to one pair of edges of the plates and to the b ft dimension of the 
tunnel. 

In a&Ztion, frequency spectra were obt&d at @' radius* this position 
bdngapproximatelythata%whiohths maximum total fhatuation8 owLum?& 
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3 Presentation of Results 

3.1 Drw measurements 

Drag coeffiuienta for the uniformly perforated plates are plotted in 
Fig.2 against free srea ratio sF/S. Fig.3 shows the drag coeff'idents for 
plate No.4 pertly perforated. Stsrtingwiththe solidplate, qxming suo- 
cessive rows from the centre outward gave the uppsr -e, and opening the 
outer row (Le. nearest the edges) first and working 5nvm.d towsrds the 
centre gave the lower curve. 

The drag coeffioients sre expressed in tsrms of the gross area of the 
plates, and at-s oorrsatt?dforblockageby the semi-smpiricalmethodof 
Ma&cell40 

3.2 ldeasurements of velocity fluctuations 

The r.m.s. velocity fluctuations are presentsd as the ratios + , 
0 

plotted against radial distances from the centre of the plates. 

The spectra are presentsd k ths form d?(n) plotted against log n. 
% n is the non-dimensional frequency ~ 

0 
snd F(n) the speokum fm%Zi.on, 

definea SO that F(n) dn is the oontrikon to of frequenoies 

between n and (n + dn), 

It follows that:.. 

* 
1 

nF(n) d(log n). 

0 

In the case of spectra, the mean square of the analyser output Au2 ti 
measured over a bandwidth h (e beLg smJ.l), so that:- 

where sA = $ , the mdyser bandwidth ratio. 

Figs. 4(a&b) give the r.m.s. velooi% fluctuations + in a plsne 18" 
0 

downstreamof the plate. The rbcskmmfluhtions occur atabout4" radius 
(% s 0.8) in all oases, so this radim was sdeoted for the speotra, which 



are plotted ti Figs. 5(a&b). ti addition, spectra (not shovm) were obtained 
at 8" radius to deterzine the main shedding frequenoy, which osn be done more 
accurately where the general turbulence level is low. 

In order to assess the relative merits of the plates testeii from the 
potit of view cf the low-frequenoy component of the velooity fluotuations, 
which is the most jmpxtant nent 
are used as ati brakes, the a n) curves were integrated between ljmits T 

in oausing buffeting when such plates 

n = 0.0-i and n = 0.05, the results converted to units of + , snd plotted 
in Fig.6 0 

The range of frequenoies oovered by the ohosen limits of n, taldng 
representative values of U. and 15 are a9 follows:- 

f 

u. vs n= 0.04 n = 0.05 

20.0 
13.3 

, 

4 Discussion of Results 

Considering f3rst the uniformly perforated plates, inoreaae in the free 
sF area ratio F gives progressive reductions in CD (Fig.2), r.m.s. velooity 

sF fluotuations (Fig.b), and z-S(n) (Fig.5a). Up to r = 0.35, the main 
shedding frequency (shown by the position of the peaks of the spectra) remains 
constant at n z 0.115, but the peak amplitudes deorease progressively. 

Beyond sF T = 0.35 the shedding peak does not appear. The curves of Fig.5a 
can therefore be divided into two distinct groups. 

The reduotion in nF(n) with inorease in free area ratio is more msrked 
in the frequenoy range below n s 0.115 than at higher frequenoies. This 
reduction is shown in Fig.6, which also shows a break in the ourve at the 
pdntatwhich shedding is sup~ssed. 

Of the two arrangements of partially perforated plates tested, that with 
% central perforations, - = 0.25, 

c 
gave as low +- valuesas aunifordyp3r- 

forated plate with T = O.lj.0, and a drag ~oeffi&nt @higher. On the 
other hand, perforations near the -es only gave higher e values than a 

% 0 

uniformly perforated plate of equal F 
lfG$lowe% 

value (0.29), and. a drag coeffioient 
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These results fcr partial perforations are associated with the velues 
of the main shedding frequencies (Fig.%)> which are largely determined by 
the sise snd shape of the unperfcrated portions. 
of a hollow square rim about 1" 

These consist, respectively, 
wide snd 20" peripheral length, and a solid 

square with &out 3n sides. The latter, as expected, gave a shedding fre- 
quency somewhat higher than for the solid 5w square plate. The shedding 
frequenw for a square rim is tu-kwwn, but if it be considered as a strip 
of high aspect raid, closed end to end, previous experiments2 indicate a 
value of n much higher than for a squsre, together with a higher CD. 

A shedding frequency assoaiated. with the spacing between individual 
holes (0.5” for the 80 hole plates) was not detected, prcbably due to the 
relativsly lxcge distanae dcwnstresmto the measuringplane. 

The single test with very small holes (plate 4.a) d5d not show sny 
scale effect for the sise of irditiual holes, either upan or veloaie 
fluotuations. (Compsre plates 4 ti &x in Figs. 2, 4.a and This result 
will not necessarily apply to a case where shedding occurs. 

5 Conolusions 

For the isclated square plates tested, unifcrm perforations give sub- 
stantial reduations in the level of velocity fluctuations, at the expense 
of ocmperatively small reduaticns in drag cceffioient. 

The reck&ions in fluctuaticns are more marked at the lcw-frequency end 
of the spectrum, this being the more +xa-tsnt range of frequencies from the 
point of view of buffeting in the wake when using these plates as air brakes. 

A free srea ratio of 0.40 (with uniform perforations) gives a reduotim 
in the lcw-frequency qnent of velociQ fluatuaticnz to about one-third 
of that for an unperfcrated plate, with a loss jn drag cceffioient of less 
than 2qz. It is suggested that this value of 0.40 should be a midmum for 
desim purposes, 

With free area ratios larger than O&J, the gain in fluctuaLicn level 
becomes less but the loss in drag greater. 

A somewhat better arrangement is to perforate cnly the oentral portion, 
leaving an unperforated rim. In the arrangement tested, such a plate ~6th 
a free area ratio of 0.25 gave as low velooity fluctuations as a uniformly 
perforated ptite with a ratio 0.40, with w higher drag coeffioient. 

Perforating nest the edges only is less effective thsn uniform perfara- 
king from the point of view of both drag and velocity fluctuations. 

A single test to determine the effect of size of individual holes gave 
negligible scale &eot. 
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?I 
s 

% 

UO 

f 

List of Symbols 

= Drag ooeffioient, corrected for blockage 

= Gross area of plate (sq ft) 

= Free area of plate (total area of perforations) (sq ft) 

= Tunnel speed, oorreoted for blockage 

= frequency (cyoles/sea) 

U = root mean squsre value of longitudinal velooity fluotuations 

Y = transverse distanoe from axis of plate 

F(n) = Speotrum function (see psra.52) 

Au2 = meen sq- value of velocity fluotuations passed by analyser 

An = analy8~b~ati 

=A 
An Z-G n analyser bandwidth ratio 

nzO.05 
JL 

Ll UO 
= mean value of + between n values of 0.01 and 0.05 

0 
nm 0.01 

3. Author Title, eta 
I IL Fail, Ere3.5drmy low speed wind tunnel tests on flat plates 

T.B. Gwen, and air brakes: flow, vibration and balanoe measurements. 
R.C.W. Eyre c.p.251. sEimm-.y ? 955. 

2 R. Fail, Low speed experdnts on the wake characteristics of 
J.A. Lawfoti, flat plates nor&. to a3 airstream. 
R.C.W. Zyre To be published 

3 T.B. Owen kw speed statio and fluokating pressure distrtiutions 
on a oylkdrioal body with a square flat plate air brake. 
C.F.288. January 1956. 

k E.C. Maskell A theory of wind tunnelblo~kaga effects on stalled 
flOWS. 

To be published. 
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Partiaulsrs of Perforated FWtes 

Elate No. of Hole Dia. Wee Area 
Ref.No. Holes (-1 Ratio(z) 

I 80 0.214 0.114 

2 ,, 0.280 0.197 
3 " 0.341 0.292 

3.5 tl 0.372 0.347 

4 w 0.406 0.414 
&a 26GO 0.069 0.395 
5 80 0.4% 0*517 
6 92 0.472 0.643 
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1 Intr0auct10n 

The gust loads on an aircraft are important from the standpoint of 
both static strength and fatigue Records of aircraft acceleration in 
flight are obtained from counting accelerometers w 

L? 
ich record the number 

of times various acceleration levels are reached'> - The ObJective is to 
record accelerations of the centre of gravity and it is i.mportant to be 
certain how faithfully tnis iz done in reality. The accelerometer is 
mounted in the fuselage and records the response to a gust with undefined 
spaoe and time gradients. The record, moreover, relates to the local 
struoture on which the accelerometer is mounted so that even when the 
position coincides with the centre of gravity of the undistorted 
aircraft, the records may be irJluenced by structural deflections under 
lOXI. 

The accelerometer counts are directly applicable only to the 
particular aircraft and operating conditions under which they are recorded. 
In order to give the results more general application, it is necessary to 
estimate the appropriate atmospheric conditions. For this purpose the 
height and speed of the azrcraft are required and these are recorded 
photo@aphically, together with the counts, at intwvals of ten minutes. 
In the subsequent analysis, the effect of the flexibility of the aircraft 
is ignored and the recorded acceleration is assumed to be that of the 
centre of gravity of the aircraft;. 

In order to convert the recorded acceleration to gust velocity the 
method given by ZbrozekT, 49 is used To simplify the aerodynamic analysis 
he assumes a rigid aircraft and ignores the pitchin: response induced by 
the gust. The gust velocity is assumed to incrL‘%se linearly to its 
maximum value. After conversion of the reoordcd accelerations to gust 
velocities by tiizs method, the member of gusts exceeding each magnitude 
in the required series is calculated. 

2 The variation of gust frequency with &ust velocity 

A typical set of records is given in Ref 5 relating to Hermes 
aircraft* The original data from which this report has been prepared 
were obtained from about 2000 hours flymg on B.O.A.C. routes* The 
flying is grouped in altitude bands of 5000 ft and Fig I shows mzles per 
gust plotted on a logarithmic scale against gust velocity. The ordinate 
corresponding to a given gust velocity 3,s the logarithm of the total 
number of miles flown in the altitude band, dLvidod by the number Of 
times the given gust velocity is equalled or exceeded. Itwill be seen 
that the variation of frequency with gust velocity is substantially the 
same at all altitudes, with perhaps the exception of the highest band 
which consists of only a small sawle. This band is more turbulent than 
Wouh3 be eqectcd and shows a slight increase in frequency of the higher 
velocity gusts. However, in order to estimate the relative gust frequencies 
it seems reasonable to total the gusts recorded at all altitudes. Tills 
has been done for ea b of the four aircraft for whioh records are at 
present available53 8, 7, 8. 
also includedv. 

Bata from test flying on the Comet are 
The graphs of log (number of occurrences) against gust 

velocity are of approyznately the same slow? for all the aircraft. The 
small varmkon may be attributed. to the differences in flexibility of 
the aircraft, for which no allowance is mado* 

* If allowance is made for fleability xn strcsslng, its effect on 
both acceleration and stress should be included. 
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up to a g1.d vc1oc1ty of 30 ft/scc up gusts arte more frequent than 
flaw @sts in the ratm of about 3 to 2. Thm my be partly due to 
manccu~'r~ng accelerations whxh are supwmpossd on those produced by gusts, 
althmgh It 1s doub'c~%l whether the effect of this can account for all the 
amparIty. At h&m gust velocltles the down gusts appear to predomnatc 
although the mmbers arc too mall for tlllS to be very SrLgrilflcaEt. A 
posslblc explanation 1s that no allowmcc 1s made for any changes Nhxh m&t 
occur zri the slope of the lxft curve at the lx& poztlve mc~dm~ces mvolved; 
when the axci-aft 1s in level flight at a posltlvo xc~dence, a stallmg 
up-gust 1s of' a lower velocxty than a stallmg dmm-gust, and thus errors 
mtroduced by assm,mg a constant slope to the llf't cui-vc fiear the stall have 
a &t-eater influence on the estmztes of the up-gusts. 

In the estmatlon of fatigue damage from gust data It 1s usual to 
assume that an up gust 1s assocx&ed with a doti> L-s+, of equal .m&xtude, 
and to take the nean of the numbers of up ami dov,n ~us'm as the number of 
f'atxguc loadmg cycles. For this purpose the numbers of up and down gusts 
given above are added and an empzrical wrve fitted. L2mndamk7m3 to gave 
1000 gusts of 10 ft/sec or &-eater tx foImula Ls:- 

3 z 27,800 e 
-o.3~~v+ 878s2 e-o.2a~6~ 

F = ,04.444~-0.~4Y45v + ,02.9436-0.0904& 

The relation us &mm graphxally ~3 lQ 30 In most cases, tho lowest 
~meaxred acceleration corre ends to a gust vcLoclty well bclm IO ft/sec 
and usually approaches 5 7 ft secO In this range ti& fr~qucncy dxstrzbutlon 
sm~s no abmpt change am3 accord~&y lt 1s thought Juctlflable to 
extrapolate the curve to 5 ft/sec* For any given velocity a conf'ldence 
rafigs can be e&mated and that for 95< confidence 1s shovm UJ the future+ 
The estmnted range makes a llowance fo~,the tendsncy of the gusts to occur 
near together m rc~om of turbulexe . The frequencxs &zven by the 
formula for veloclt~es above 35 ft/sec., snculd be used mth caution as tine 
total nwnber of gusts recorded above tlx s valm 1s 0~1~ 13 and the salTlmg 
errors artz large* Tiie rmgcd pombs on the fl@xe correspond to 
eYper1renta1 values. It 1s xnsleadm,,, homver, to ccmparo Lhclr denat1ons 
from the flt&d curve vnth t.te gz.vm confidence bard as the expcrimnt~l 
pomts are not mdcpendefit. Apart from t& fact t!:at cuii~latxve frequencies 
are plotted, high or lcm nmbws of gusts tend to occur to&ezher for all 
gust velocitxs and the expermx&l pomts are hl&hly correlated. 

A numerical cor?ar=son between the obsefled and calculated frcqmncx?s 
is made XI the followw~g table, the enpirxal formula bemg factored to fit 
the observed froqu~ixy at ?O ft/sec. 
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